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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1

1.1

Theories of unsaturated flow in soil

Traditionally, multiphase flow in porous media is described by the so-called extended
Darcy’s Law, which is based on the original Darcy’s Law by including the relative
permeability. The driving force in the horizontal direction is only the pressure gradient,
which means that flow will cease without a pressure gradient. However, this is
contradicted by experimental evidence (Kona, 1997). Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993b)
found that the actual driving force for the horizontal flow of a phase is the gradient in
the Gibbs free energy, which itself is a function of saturation, specific interfacial area,
and fluid pressure. Thus, in addition to the pressure gradient, gradients in saturation
and the specific interfacial area also appear in the generalized Darcy’s law. This means
that in principle it is possible to maintain gradients in pressure and saturation under noflow conditions. Since few studies of the generalized formula exist, in this thesis we
only consider the saturation gradient as a new driving force in order to reduce
uncertainties in the estimation of parameters. The generalized Darcy’s law for onedimensional horizontal unsaturated flow is defined by

k rw k  p w
S w 
q  w 


  x
x 
w

(1.1)

where Sw is water saturation, qw is the Darcy flow velocity, k denotes the intrinsic
permeability, krw is relative permeability, μw is the viscosity of water, and λ is a
material property.
In addition to the generalized Darcy’s law, the constitutive relationship between
capillary pressure and saturation is fundamental to characterizing unsaturated flow in
soils. Traditionally, capillary pressure, defined as the difference in fluid pressures, is
assumed to be a function of saturation as follows

p a  p w  pc (S w )

(1.2)

where pa and pc are air pressure and capillary pressure, respectively. However, it is
know that this relationship depends on the flow history, and hence is not a unique
function. Rather than resorting to a hysteretic relationship, Hassanizadeh and Gray
(1993b) have suggested that non-uniqueness in the capillary pressure-saturation
relationship can be modelled by introducing the air-water specific interfacial area into
the formulation. The air-water specific interfacial area, denoted by awa, is defined as
the total area of all air-water interfaces within a unit volume of the porous medium.
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The approach would then involve a three-dimensional surface relating interfacial area
with capillary pressure and saturation (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993a):

a wa  a wa  p c , S w 

(1.3)

Projection of this surface onto the pc-Sw plane would form the hysteresis loops of the
primary (or main) drainage and imbibition curves. Several experimental and modeling
studies have suggested that the saturation-capillary pressure-interfacial area surface is
indeed unique for all drainage and imbibition equilibrium points, whether on the main
or on scanning curves (e.g., Held and Celia, 2001; Chen and Kibbey, 2006; Chen et al.,
2007; Joekar-Niasar et al., 2010; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2011;
Karadimitriou et al., 2014).
For the air-water specific interfacial area, an evolution equation must be provided.
Assuming that the air-water interfacial mass density is constant, the following equation
can be given (Hassanizadeh, 2015):
wa wa
a wa   a w 

 E wa
t
x

(1.4)

where wwa is the macroscopic flux of the specific interfacial area. This variable is
given by a Darcy-type equation (Hassanizadeh, 2015):

 a wa
S w 
wwa  k wa 


x 
 x

(1.5)

in which kwa is the interfacial permeability, including surface tension, and Ω is another
material coefficient. Ewa is the net production rate of the specific interfacial area.
Moreover, it has been reported that the relation between differences in fluid pressures
and saturation during dynamic processes differs from the equilibrium relation (see e.g.,
Topp and Peters, 1967; Smiles et al., 1971; Vachaud et al., 1972; Elzeftawy and
Mansell, 1975; Stauffer, 1978; Wildenschild et al., 2001; O’Carroll et al., 2005; Oung
et al., 2005; Bottero et al., 2011; Weller et al., 2011). Stauffer (1978) proposed to
define a dynamic capillary pressure in addition to the standard static capillary pressure.
Through experimental studies, he found that the difference between dynamic and static
capillary pressure depends linearly on the temporal rate of change of saturation.
Following Hassanizadeh and Gray (1990) and Kalaydjian (1992),we selected a
different conceptual approach. The approach assumes that there is only one capillary
pressure, notably the one that is measured under quasi-static conditions. What is
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measured under dynamic conditions is not capillary pressure but the difference
between the two fluid pressures. Based on a thermodynamic approach, Hassanizadeh
and Gray (1990) and Kalaydjian (1992) showed that the difference in fluid phase
pressures under dynamic conditions is not just equal to the standard capillary pressure,
but includes a dynamic term depending upon the temporal rate of saturation change. A
linearized approximation is written as (Hassanizadeh and Gray,1993a):

S w
p  p  p  
t
a

w

c

(1.6)

where τ is a non-equilibrium (or dynamic) capillarity coefficient. The capillary
pressure pc here corresponds to the pressure difference obtained under quasi-static
conditions. Recent studies have suggested that the dynamic coefficient τ varies with
saturation (e.g., Dahle et al., 2005; Manthey et al., 2005; Camps-Roach et al., 2010;
Joekar-Niasar et al., 2010; Goel and O’Carroll, 2011; Bottero et al., 2011).
Comprehensive reviews of experimental and numerical research related to the effects
of dynamic capillarity are given by Hassanizadeh et al. (2002), Diamantopoulos and
Durner (2011) and Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2012).

1.2

Research objectives

The main objective of this research is to provide an increased understanding of the
advanced theories of two-phase flow presented above. To achieve this objective,
experiments, numerical simulations, and mathematical analyses have been performed.
Specific objectives are as follows


Simulating an existing horizontal redistribution experiment, to test the validity
of the generalized Darcy’s law.



Designing, performing and simulating well-defined horizontal redistribution
experiments, to have a better understanding of the generalized Darcy’s law.



Simulating an existing downward infiltration experiment, including dynamic
capillarity effects.



Analyzing the dynamic capillarity effect term mathematically, in order to gain
insights in its effect on the solutions.



Designing and performing well-defined experiments to quantify the dynamic
capillarity effect.
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1.3

Thesis outline

This thesis is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, numerical simulation results of a recent horizontal redistribution
experiment are presented. Two different modeling approaches were used to analyze
this experiment. In one approach, the applicability of the standard Richards equation
with a hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation relationship (including scanning curves)
is assumed. The approach assumes continuity in the water pressure and flux across the
contact surface between the two sides. In the second approach, an extended two-phase
flow formulation involving the air-water specific interfacial area is used. For this
approach, continuity in the Gibbs free energy for air-water interfaces and the
interfacial area flux is used as additional conditions at the contact surface.
In Chapter 3, three laboratory methods are described to characterize the unsaturated
soil hydraulic properties of two sands used in laboratory experiments presented later in
this thesis. A small custom-built cell or box was developed to conduct multistep
outflow (MSO) and multistep flux (MSF) experiments, while the commercial
HYPROP (HMS) system was used for the evaporation experiments. Results obtained
from the different methods are compared and discussed.
In Chapter 4, results of well-defined horizontal redistribution experiments are shown.
Three sets of quasi one-dimensional hysteretic redistribution experiments were carried
out in a Plexiglas sandbox. The sandbox was divided into two sharply different zones:
wet and semi-dry parts. The wet side was initially kept at full saturation, while the
initial saturation of the dry side was set as 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 for three different
experiments. These experiments were also simulated numerically.
In Chapter 5, simulation results of saturation overshoot observed during onedimensional downward infiltration of water into dry sand are presented. Two
alternative models were employed to perform simulations. In both models, the
Richards equation, which is a combination of standard Darcy’s law and the continuity
equation, is employed for describing the movement of water phase. Also, in both
models, the dynamic capillarity equation was employed to give the relationship
between water pressure and saturation. Then, in one model, the traditional hysteretic
capillary pressure-saturation curves were used, while in the second model the
interfacial area-capillary pressure-saturation surface was used to simulate hysteresis. A
series of sensitivity analyses was also conducted to determine the effect of various
parameters on the magnitude and extent of saturation overshoot.
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In Chapter 6, a mathematical analysis of the effect of the dynamic capillarity term in
the unsaturated flow model is provided. Various relationships between τ and Sw were
considered. Traveling wave solutions of the full set of equations were obtained.
Parameter values for the model were based on a recent experimental study of
downward infiltration of water into a relatively dry one-dimensional sand column.
In Chapter 7, results of a series of dynamic drainage experiments are presented. Both
static and dynamic primary, main and scanning drainage experiments were performed
in a small cell with highly characterized water sensors. The value of the dynamic
capillarity coefficient τ was calculated based on local pressure differences and average
saturation measurements during static and dynamic drainage experiments.
In Chapter 8, the main conclusions and recommendations for future work are
presented.
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Chapter 2

Abstract
When two soil samples with the same hydraulic properties but different initial water
saturations are brought into contact, water will redistribute horizontally between the
samples until some equilibrium is reached. The part with a higher initial saturation
undergoes drainage, while imbibition occurs in the other part. Hysteresis will not allow
water to redistribute evenly between the two parts. In this study we used two different
modeling approaches to analyze a recent experiment related to the water redistribution
process. In one approach, we assumed applicability of the standard Richards equation
with a hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation relationship (including scanning curves).
This approach assumes continuity in the water pressure and flux across the contact
surface between the two sides. In the second approach, we used an extended two-phase
flow formulation based on rational thermodynamics principles and involving the airwater specific interfacial area. For this approach, we used continuity in the Gibbs free
energy for air-water interfaces and the interfacial area flux as additional conditions at
the contact surface. We employed two different initial conditions: uniform initial
saturation for each side and slightly non-uniform initial saturation distributions
consistent with the measured water contents. We compared results of both models with
measurements. The Richards equation with full hysteresis could not reproduce the
measured saturation distribution unless an unrealistic value of the imbibition retention
curve was assigned. The interfacial area model compared well with the experimental
data after optimization of some of the model parameters.
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2.1

Introduction

The process of moisture redistribution in soils has attracted much attention because of
its importance to many practical problems in soil science, hydrology and agricultural
engineering, as well as for various porous media processes in industry. Similar
redistribution processes in multi-fluid systems occur in petroleum engineering and
carbon sequestration problems. Starting with early studies by Always and Clark (1911),
Haines (1930) and especially Youngs (1958), many have focused on the vertical
redistribution of water following infiltration (Biswas et al., 1966; Staple, 1969;
Vachaud and Thoney, 1971; Talsma, 1974; Youngs and Poulovassillis, 1976, among
others). A limited number of experimental studies also investigated horizontal
redistribution processes in homogeneous soils (Vachaud, 1969; Kona, 1997; Feuring et
al., 2014). These studies revealed different moisture distributions within the dry and
wet parts of the porous media, presumably caused by macroscopic hysteresis in the
soil hydraulic properties.
Many empirical and approximate theoretical models have been used to describe
hysteresis in the soil hydraulic properties. Empirical descriptions include those by
Dane and Wierenga (1975), Scott et al. (1983), Kool and Parker (1987), Parker and
Lenhard (1987), and Luckner et al. (1989). Theoretical approaches include various
independent and dependent domain models such as those described by Everett (1954),
Polouvassillis (1962), Philip (1964), Topp (1971), Mualem (1975), Polouvassillis and
El-Ghamry (1978) and Mualem (1984). Useful reviews of different approaches and
comparisons with experimental data are given by Jaynes (1984) and Pham et al. (2005).
The various approaches above are based on relatively standard formulations involving
the Richards equation for variably-saturated flow, or related models for multiphase
systems. Application of these formulations to transient redistribution processes
requires the use of hysteretic relationships for the constitutive (soil hydraulic)
functions. An alternative approach is based on thermodynamic principles that consider
the effects of specific interfacial area on fluid flow (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1990).
While many numerical studies have been carried out to investigate the general
properties of this theory (Niessner and Hassanizadeh, 2008; Pop et al., 2009; Marshall,
2009; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2011), the approach has never been used to
analyze experimental data.
In this work, we used results of recent horizontal redistribution experiments performed
by Feuring et al. (2014) to investigate the applicability of the thermodynamics-based
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model of Hassanizadeh and Gray (1990), to which we refer as the interfacial area
model. We simulated the experiments of Feuring et al. (2014) using two different
approaches: the standard Richards equation with and without capillary hysteresis
effects, and the extended Darcy model that includes the air-water interfacial area.
Below we first provide a brief overview of the horizontal redistribution experiment of
Feuring et al. (2014). Subsequently, we describe the standard and interfacial area
models used in our study, and compare the modeling results with the experimental data.

2.2

Description of experiments

Figure 2.1 Measured packing density (black diamonds) and saturation profiles at
different times (other symbols) along the flume (Feuring et al., 2014)

The experiments by Feuring et al. (2014) were designed to observe water
redistribution in a long horizontal homogeneous soil flume with a discontinuity in
initial saturation. They used a flume with dimensions of 200 cm (length)  3 cm
(height)  4 cm (width). The flume was packed with sand having a mean grain
diameter of 0.29 mm, and with minimum and maximum grain sizes of 0.05 mm and 2
mm, respectively. Initial water saturation along the flume was not uniform: one part,
covering 65 cm (-65≤x<0), had a relatively low saturation (average of 0.23), while the
remaining 135 cm (0<x≤135) was relatively wet (average of 0.70). The particle density
was 2546 kg m-3, and the average packing bulk density was 1.6510-3 kg m-3. Bulk
densities along the flume were measured destructively every 5 cm after the flow
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experiment was terminated. Results in Figure 2.1 indicate that bulk densities fluctuated
slightly along the flume, and hence that the flume was not perfectly homogeneous.
These results were also used to calculate porosity.
Table 2.1 Measured soil properties and parameter values

Parameter

Unit
s

Particle density, ρ

2546

-3

kg m
b

Value

-3

Packing bulk density, ρ

kg m

1650

Average porosity, φ

-

0.4

w

-3

Water density, ρ
Water viscosity, μw
Main drainage retention exponent, n
Main drainage retention parameter, α
Main imbibition retention exponent, n
Main imbibition retention parameter, α

kg m
Pa∙s
m-1
m-1

998.2
1×10-3
5.0
3.26
5.0
6.94

Irreducible water saturation, Swir

-

0.19
-1

Saturated hydraulic conductivity, Ks

ms

6.38×10-4

Intrinsic permeability, k

m2

6.52×10-11

The capillary pressure-saturation curves for primary drainage and main imbibition
were measured by Feuring (2010). Figure 2.2 shows the measured data along with the
fitted curves used in our calculations. As can be seen, residual air saturation was found
to be negligible. The primary drainage curve hence coincided with the main drainage
curve. We will further refer to this curve as the main drainage curve. The saturated
hydraulic conductivity (Ks) was also measured, using a constant head permeameter,
and was found to be 6.3810-4 m s-1, or 55.12 m d-1 (Feuring et al., 2014). The
measurement of Ks was repeated recently, and the same value was found. Various soil
physical and hydraulic parameter values are summarized in Table 2.1.
The dry and wet sides of the flume were initially separated by a very thin (0.044 mm)
removable metal sheet. The entire system was made air-tight. Both sides were first
allowed to reach equilibrium, after which the sheet was removed to start the
redistribution process. Saturation values and air and water pressures along the flume
were measured before the sheet was removed, and then repeatedly during a period of
30 days afterwards. Water and air pressures were measured with hydrophilic and
hydrophobic tensiometers, respectively. Transducer pairs were installed at 12 locations
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along the flume. The air pressure presented very little variation along the flume, and
hence was assumed to be constant. In our numerical studies, we assumed the air
pressure to be atmospheric. Saturation along the flume was monitored using a gamma
radiation system. For the calculation of saturation, the gamma measurements had to be
recalibrated based on measured values of the bulk density of the soil. These were
measured destructively after the experiment terminated. The soil in the flume was
subsequently collected in 5-cm segments to obtain precise gravimetric measurements
of the bulk density along the flume. Measured saturation profiles at six different times
are shown in Figure 2.1 (Feuring et al., 2014). Figures 2.3a and 2.3b display measured
water pressures as a function of time at various points in the initially dry and wet sides,
respectively. The tensiometer at -1 cm malfunctioned during the entire experiment,
while the tensiometer at -6 cm stopped working properly after 15 days. Erroneous data
from these two tensiometers are not included in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2 Measured and fitted van Genuchten main drainage and imbibition curves
(Feuring, 2010)
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Figure 2.3 Water pressures versus time at several locations within the initially dry (a)
and wet (b) sides of the flume (Feuring et al., 2014)

Figure 2.1 shows that saturation values increased rapidly in the dry side (x<0) within
seven days, after which moisture redistribution slowed down substantially. By
comparison, saturation in the wet side (x>0) decreased gradually and almost evenly
along the entire subdomain. This was due to the much higher unsaturated hydraulic
conductivities in the wet side, which led to very small pressure head gradients. As seen
in Figure 2.1, the saturation discontinuity at the contact surface between the two
domains (at x=0) persisted during the entire experiment. In the dry side, water
pressures at positions near the contact surface increased rapidly, while pressures
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started to increase much later and much slower farther away from the contact surface
(see Figure 2.3). By comparison, water pressures in the wet side decreased only
slightly and more uniformly. Although changes in the water pressure with time had not
completely ceased after one month, the experiment was terminated, since changes in
saturation were not measurable any more. The total water mass balance was evaluated
gravimetrically before and after the experiments. A loss of only 7% water was found.
In the following we describe two alternative modeling approaches for analysis of the
experimental data of Feuring et al. (2014). Both modeling approaches neglect any
influence of the air phase since fewer variations were observed in the air pressure
along the flume.

2.3

Numerical models

2.3.1 Standard model
The HYDRUS-1D software package of Simunek et al. (2013) was used to simulate the
horizontal redistribution experiment of Feuring et al. (2014). HYDRUS-1D uses the
finite element method to solve the Richards equation for water flow in an unsaturated
porous medium. For one-dimensional horizontal flow, Richards equation reduces to:



S w  
h 
  K (S w ) 
t
x 
x 

(2.1)

where Sw is saturation, φ is porosity, h is the soil water pressure head defined as
h=pw/ρwg, with pw and ρw being the water pressure and density, respectively, K is the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (assumed to be a function of the pressure head), t is
time, and x is the spatial coordinate.
Formulas suggested by van Genuchten (1980) equations were used to characterize the
nonlinear relationships between h and Sw, and between K and Sw as follows:
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where Swir and Se are the residual and effective water saturations, respectively, α and n
are fitting parameters, m=1-1/n, and l=0.5. Figure 2.2 compares the measured and
fitted capillary pressure-saturation curves for main drainage and imbibition. A good fit
was found, with the hydraulic parameter α for imbibition being approximately twice
the value for drainage (see Table 2.1), as is often assumed in unsaturated flow studies
(e.g., Luckner et al., 1989).
Hysteresis in HYDRUS-1D is simulated by means of scanning curves that are obtained
by scaling the main imbibition and drainage curves. Every individual nodal point in
the numerical model is assigned its own set of scanning curves, which are used
depending upon whether drying or wetting occurs. In our study we used the approach
of Lenhard and Parker (1991) to generate the various scanning curves. Their method
assumes closure of the scanning loops by forcing the scanning curves to pass through
the latest imbibition or drainage reversal points, thus avoiding so-called artificial
pumping errors (Werner and Lockington, 2006; Šimůnek et al., 2009). Consistent with
the simplified hysteresis formulations by Kool and Parker (1987), Luckner et al.
(1989), and Lenhard and Parker (1991), we used for all scanning curves the same
values of α and n (the former depending upon imbibition or drainage), but different
values for porosity and residual water saturation. We later used the measured bulk
densities, as shown in Figure 2.1, in some of the simulations to slightly adjust the
values of porosity along the entire domain. This was done to account more precisely
for the packing heterogeneity.
For the simulations with HYDRUS-1D we assigned 400 elements distributed evenly
over the entire flow domain (2 meters). A small grid spacing was selected to render
numerical dispersion of the wetting front negligible. No-flow boundary conditions
were applied to both ends of the flume, while pressure heads and water fluxes were
assumed to be continuous across the contact surface. The initial condition could be
defined in terms of either saturation or pressure head. We performed two sets of
simulations assuming either a homogeneous or heterogeneous porous medium as
follows:
1) Uniform saturation values were assigned to each side (dry or wet) with a
discontinuity at the contact surface. The capillary pressure-saturation curves
(the main curves as well as the scanning curves) were assumed to be the same
for all elements. The saturation values were based on the means of the
measured initial saturations of the wet and dry sides.
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2) Non-uniform measured water saturation or pressure head values were
assigned as initial conditions along each side. Different porosity values and
capillary pressure-saturation curves (the main or scanning curves) were
assigned to different sections along the flume, consistent with the measured
bulk densities shown in Figure 2.1.

2.3.2

Interfacial area model

Figure 2.4 A three-dimensional surface of capillary pressure, saturation and specific
interfacial area

The capillary pressure (pc)-saturation (Sw) relationship (or water retention curve) used
in the standard Richards equation depends on the flow history, and hence is not a
unique function. Rather than resorting to a hysteretic relationship, Hassanizadeh and
Gray (1993b) suggested that non-uniqueness in the capillary pressure-saturation
relationship can be modelled by introducing the air-water specific interfacial area into
the formulation. The air-water specific interfacial area, denoted by awa, is defined as
the total area of all air-water interfaces within a unit volume of the porous medium.
The approach would then involve a three-dimensional surface relating interfacial area
with capillary pressure and saturation (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993a). Projection of
this surface onto the pc-Sw plane would form the hysteresis loop of the primary (or
main) drainage and imbibition curves. Several experimental and modeling studies have
suggested that the saturation-capillary pressure-interfacial area surface is indeed
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unique for all drainage and imbibition equilibrium points, whether on the main or on
scanning curves (e.g., Held and Celia, 2001; Chen and Kibby, 2006; Chen et al., 2007;
Joekar-Niasar et al., 2007, 2011, 2012; Karadimitriou et al., 2014).
The three-dimensional pc-Sw-awa surface for a given soil has to be obtained
experimentally. In the experiments of Feuring et al. (2014), only the main drainage and
imbibition curves were measured. For this reason we tried to develop a pc-Sw-awa
relationship in which the projection onto the pc-Sw plane would reproduce the
measured pc-Sw curves. To do so, we had to estimate values of the specific interfacial
area corresponding to measured pc-Sw data points of the drainage and imbibition curves.
We followed the method of Niemet et al. (2002) to calculate specific interfacial areas.
The resulting pc-Sw-awa points were fitted with the following power function proposed
by Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2012):

a wa  S w , p c    1S w 1  S w  p c
2

3

pc  p a  p w

(2.5)
(2.6)

where pc and pa are the capillary and air pressures, respectively, and γ1, γ2 and γ3 are
empirical parameters. Equation (2.5) restricts the interfacial area to the physical range
where water saturation varies between zero and one. The fitted surface area and its
parameters are given in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.2, respectively. The black dots in
Figure 2.4 correspond to pc-Sw-awa points obtained using the approach of Niemet et al.
(2002). We note that dynamic capillarity effects are neglected in Equation (2.6).
Table 2.2 Values of the coefficients in Equation (2.5)

Parameter

Value

Standard error

γ1

24.60

3.685

γ2

1.73

0.275

γ3

1.01

0.017

R

2

0.992

Next we introduce the generalized Darcy’s law. Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993b) found
that the real driving force for the horizontal flow of a phase is the gradient in the Gibbs
free energy, which is a function of saturation, specific interfacial area and fluid
pressure. Thus, in addition to the pressure gradient, gradients in saturation and specific
interfacial area also appear in the generalized Darcy’s law. This means that it is in
principle possible to maintain gradients in pressure and saturation under no-flow
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condition. Since few studies of the generalized formula exist, we only included the
saturation gradient as a new driving force in order to reduce uncertainties in the
estimation of parameters. The model for one-dimensional horizontal flow is defined by
the following set of equations consisting of continuity equations for the water phase
and the specific interfacial area, as well as the generalized Darcy’s law (Niessner and
Hassanizadeh, 2008; Pop et al., 2009):

S w q w
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t
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a wa   a w 

 E wa
t
x
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(2.8)

(2.9)
(2.10)

where qw is the Darcy flow velocity, k denotes the intrinsic permeability, krw is relative
permeability, μw is the viscosity of water, λ is a material property, wwa is the
macroscopic flux of the specific interfacial area, δ is the exponent for the relative
permeability, and Ewa is the net production rate of the specific interfacial area.
Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993b) proposed the following Darcy type equation for the
flux of fluid-fluid interfaces:
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where kwa1 represents the interfacial permeability, ψwa is a material coefficient and σwa
denotes the average interfacial tension. Since σwa is constant for air-water interfaces at
constant temperature, Equation (2.11) simplifies to:
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in which kwa and Ω are adjusted material properties that include the effect of the
average interfacial tension.
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Compared to the model of Niessner and Hassanizadeh (2008) and Pop et al. (2009), we
employed a simpler relationship for the production term. Based on the analysis given
in Appendix A, the following relationship was used for the production term Ewa:

E wa   κ

a wa S w
p c t

(2.13)

The above system of equations (i.e., Equations (2.5)-(2.13)) can be solved numerically
in terms of the two primary variables: Sw and pc. The solution still requires certain
continuity conditions at the contact surface between the two domains where saturation
is discontinuous. For the water phase we assumed continuity in the water flux and the
pressure across the contact surface between the wet and dry domains. For the air-water
interface we assumed continuity in the interfacial area flux, awawwa. One more
condition is still needed to obtain a complete description of the interfacial area model.
This was done by specifying continuity in the Gibbs free energy for the air-water
interfaces. The corresponding expression of continuity is derived in Appendix B. The
model hence imposed continuity in lnawa+ΩSw/awa across the contact surface. As
boundary conditions we assigned zero fluxes for both water and the interfacial areas.
The full set of equations describing the interfacial area model was solved numerically
by means of COMSOL Multiphysics 4.4 (COMSOL, 2014). A small grid size of 0.001
m was employed to achieve mesh-independent solutions. An adaptive time-step size
was used based on a residual error of 10-6. The equations were solved for both the dry
and wet domains, and coupled with each other by continuity conditions across the
contact surface, as explained earlier.

2.4

Numerical results

We performed two sets of simulations using both the standard model and the
interfacial area model. For one set we assumed uniform initial conditions (albeit with
different initial saturations for the dry and wet sides). The purpose of this set of
simulations was to compare predictions obtained with the two modelling approaches.
For the second set we assigned non-uniform initial conditions, corresponding to the
measured data. Results of this set of simulations were compared to experimental data.

2.4.1 Simulations with the Richards equation; uniform initial
conditions
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Two different simulations were carried out with the Richards equation: with and
without hysteresis. We recognize that the simulations are relatively standard, but are
included in this chapter to provide a comparison with the interfacial area model.
Uniform initial saturation values of 0.23 and 0.70 were assigned to the dry and wet
sides, respectively. The sand was assumed to be in an imbibition state initially,
consistent with the manner in which the flume was packed. For the non-hysteretic case
we used the main imbibition pc–Sw curve for both sides. For the hysteretic case we
used the main imbibition curve for the dry side and the main drainage curve for the
wet side.

Figure 2.6 Calculated saturation values versus time at -10 and -35 cm (the dry side)
using the standard model with hysteresis (a), and the interfacial area model using the
standard Darcy’s law (b)

Figures 2.5a and 2.5b show calculated saturation and water pressure profiles as
obtained with the Richards equation without accounting for capillary hysteresis.
Results show that the initial saturation and water pressure discontinuities disappeared
as soon as redistribution started. A significant change in saturation in both sides is
evident already after 0.5 days. The entire system was essentially at equilibrium already
after only one day, with the final saturation distribution being uniform over the entire
domain. Clearly, the numerical results in Figures 2.5a and 2.5b, obtained with the
Richards equation without hysteresis are very much at odds with typical observations,
such as the measurements shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.3.
Figures 2.5c and 2.5d show similar saturation and water pressure distributions when
considering hysteresis. At the contact surface, saturations of the wet and dry sides
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decreased and increased, respectively, almost immediately to values that remained
nearly constant in time. Equilibrium distributions in both sides were reached within
about one day. This is contrary to the experimental data (Figure 2.1), which show that
complete equilibrium was probably not reached even after 30 days. Figure 2.5c clearly
shows the persistence of the saturation discontinuity when hysteresis was included in
the Richards equation. While different saturation distributions were obtained for the
non-hysteretic and hysteretic cases, water pressure profiles and their changes in time
were comparable. The time scale of change in the calculated saturation and pressure
distributions, however, was much faster than the observations.

Figure 2.5 Saturation and water pressure distributions along the entire domain
simulated with the Richards equation without (a, b) and with (c, d) accounting for
hysteresis.
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An interesting simulation result for the hysteretic case is that the saturation gradient
was found to persist in the dry part, even at equilibrium, which is in agreement with
the observed data. The reason is that saturation of the soil in the dry side close to the
contact surface increased dramatically at first, but then started to decrease. We selected
two points in the dry side to illustrate this difference in saturation. Figure 2.6a shows
saturation values versus time at two locations in the initially dry side (-10 and -35 cm).
Saturation at -10 cm increased rapidly to 0.38 but thereafter decreased slowly to reach
a final value of about 0.37. This point hence was first subject to imbibition and then to
slow drainage until the redistribution process covered the entire dry side. By
comparison, the point at -35 cm only exhibited imbibition. The two points hence
followed different capillary pressure-saturation scanning branches, leading to different
saturations even though the final pressure values were the same as shown in Figure
2.5d.

2.4.2 Simulations with the interfacial area model; uniform initial
saturation
We performed two sets of simulations with the interfacial area model in order to show
the type of saturation and pressure distributions it prescribed. In one case we assumed
that applicability of the standard Darcy’s law (i.e., with λ=0 in Equation (2.9)), in the
other case we used the generalized Darcy’s law (λ≠0).
As initial conditions we specified the same uniform saturation values in each side as
used for the HYDRUS calculations. For the interfacial area model we also needed to
specify initial pressure distributions. These were chosen to be also uniform in each
side and obtained from the imbibition curve corresponding to the initial saturation
values. A single pc-Sw-awa surface was used for both the dry and wet sides. The set of
equations defining the interfacial area model contains five parameters (kwa, Ω, κ, δ and
λ). For our simulations we chose parameter values used in several earlier studies
(notably Niessner and Hassanizadeh, 2008). These were: kwa=10-17 m3 s-1, Ω=4000 m-1,
κ=3×104 Pa, δ=3, and λ =2×104 Pa.
Figures 2.7a and 2.7b show the calculated distributions of saturation and the water
pressure, respectively, using the standard Darcy’s law (λ=0). Redistribution of water in
both sides occurred mostly within two days, with the entire domain reaching
equilibrium within three days. The saturation discontinuity at the contact surface
persisted, despite the fact that a single pc-Sw-awa surface was used for both sides.
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Figure 2.7 Saturation and water pressure distributions along the entire domain
simulated with the interfacial area model using the standard Darcy’s law (a,b), and
the generalized Darcy’s law (c,d)

Results of simulations with the generalized Darcy’s law (λ≠0) are shown in Figures
2.7c and 2.7d. Saturation in the dry side increased much more gradually, while a
significant gradient remained in the water pressure distribution, even after three days.
The generalized Darcy’s formulation (λ ≠0) hence produced a much lower water flux,
which increased the required equilibration time as compared with the standard Darcy
formulation (λ =0). An important result here is that saturation is uniform along each
side at equilibrium. Thus, contrary to the standard model, the interfacial area model
does not produce a non-uniform saturation distribution in the dry side, which is not in
agreement with experiments. We further illustrate in Figure 2.6b the saturation
changes versus time at the same points (-10 and -35 cm) in the dry side, as before for
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the Richards equation. Compared with the standard model (Figure 2.6a), qualitatively
similar (but lower) saturation distributions were obtained, except the identical
saturation values were reached at the two points (-10 and -35 cm) at equilibrium.

2.4.3 Simulations with both models; spatially variable initial
saturation distributions

Figure 2.8 Observed saturation profiles and fitted curves obtained with the standard
Richards equation using saturation (a) or pressure (b) as the initial condition

In these simulations we first used the experimentally measured initial water saturation
distributions to prescribe initial conditions. We again assumed that initially the sand
was everywhere in an imbibition state, consistent with the way in which the flume was
packed. Moreover, based on the non-uniform bulk density distribution measured along
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the flume (see Figure 2.1), we assigned different values for porosity to each segment
of 5 cm along the flume. This approach would account for the heterogeneity in the
sand packing. Regarding the initial condition in HYDRUS, we could specify either the
water content or the pressure distributions. The latter could be calculated from
measured initial saturation values using the main imbibition curve.
Results of the HYDRUS simulations are shown in Figure 2.8. The colored solid lines
and dots represent numerical results and experimental data, respectively. Different
colors indicate different measurement times. When saturation was used as the initial
condition for the heterogeneous flume, it produced unrealistic pressure gradients at the
start of the simulations (t=0). On the other hand, when we used a uniform pressure
head as the initial condition, simulation results were found to be far from the observed
saturation data, given in Figure 2.8b. These inconsistencies could not be resolved due
to the lack of information about the initial state of various points along the flume.
The simulation results in Figure 2.8, obtained with the standard Richards equation,
deviated substantially from the experimental data in the dry side. Saturations there
increased much faster and remained much higher than the measured values. We tried
to remedy this situation by modifying the relative permeability curve to generate lower
flow rates. For this purpose we increased the value of exponent l in Equation (2.3),
while keeping the other parameters as their measured values. Results are shown in
Figure 2.9a. It is evident that the redistribution process was now much slower, but that
saturations near the contact surface in the dry side were still too high. The only way
we could force the simulation results to match the experimental data was to
significantly increase the value of the coefficient α of the imbibition curve. With the
value of α was increased by a factor 2, good agreement was obtained with the
measured saturations, as shown in Figure 2.9b.
Next, the interfacial area model with the generalized Darcy’s law was employed. For
this model we needed to specify not only the initially measured saturation distribution,
but also the initially measured water pressure distribution. Regarding the parameter
values, we equalized the porosity φ and the saturated conductivity Ks to their measured
values (see Table 2.1). Also, one pc-Sw-awa surface was assigned to both sides. The
parameter values (γ1, γ2, and γ3) for this surface are given in Table 2.2. Auxiliary
simulations showed that the results were not sensitive to changes in the values of the
interfacial area flux parameters kwa and Ω. We hence fixed these values to 10-17 m3 s-1
and 4000 m-1 , respectively, as used in our preliminary simulations. The three
remaining parameters were determined by fitting to the data: λ in the generalized
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Figure 2.9 Observed saturation profiles and fitted curves using the standard Richards
equation with adjusted values of l (a), l and α-imbibition (b), and the interfacial area
model (c)
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Darcy’s equation, Equation (2.9); the exponent δ of the relative permeability function,
Equation (2.10); and the coefficient κ of interfacial area production term in Equation
(2.13).
Calculated saturation profiles and measured data at different measurement times with
the interfacial area model are shown in Figure 2.9c. The model was found to perform
best using fitted values of κ=5×104 Pa, δ=4.69, and λ=104 Pa. Results compared well
with the experimental data in the dry side, including the now much slower progression
towards equilibrium and the spatial distribution of saturation observed (see Figure
2.9c).

2.5

Discussion, conclusions, and outlook

In this study we have simulated a horizontal water redistribution experiment recently
conducted by Feuring et al. (2014). Two different models, the standard Richards
equation and an interfacial area model, were employed and compared in terms of their
ability to reproduce the experimental data. The Richards equation was used with and
without accounting for hysteresis, while for the interfacial area model we used two
different formulations for Darcy’s law.
As expected, the standard model without hysteresis gives results that were at odds with
the observations. In particular, the Richards equation produced a full redistribution of
water and the complete disappearance of the saturation discontinuity between the two
sides of the experimental setup. The hysteretic Richards model did lead to nonuniform saturation distribution and properly simulate the saturation discontinuity.
However, the flow process was found to be much faster than observed, while
saturation values in the dry side were severely over-predicted. The differences could
be minimized only if unrealistic values were assigned to some of the soil hydraulic
parameters.
The interfacial area model produced better agreement with the observed spatial and
temporal saturation distributions. To some extent this was expected since this model
contains a larger number of parameters. Nevertheless, the fact that the interfacial area
model predicted the persistence of the discontinuity in saturation, using the same set of
hydraulic properties for both sides, is encouraging.
Compared with having eight possible parameters in the standard model (i.e., φ, Ks, αimbibition, α-drainage, n-imbibition, n-drainage, S wir , l), the interfacial area model
contains eleven parameters (i.e., φ, Ks, γ1, γ2, γ3, δ, Swir , λ, Ω, kwa, κ). The interfacial area
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model hence has more flexibility in fitting the observed data. We must point out that in
the case of the standard model, only α-imbibition and l were determined by fitted the
experimental data, and in the case of the interfacial area model, only three parameters,
namely δ, λ, and κ were determined. The other parameters were either measured or
determined indirectly. Both models were able to describe the experimental data versus
time and spatially after optimization. The unrealistic adjustment of some of the values
of the soil hydraulic properties needed for the Richards equation, however, is a
concern. At the same time, while the interfacial area model provided an excellent
description of the data, it is still unclear how realistic the adopted values of κ and λ
were. Additional experiments are very much needed to determine the appropriateness
of these values.
The detailed comparisons of the classical Richards model, the interfacial area model,
and the experimental data provided much insight into the fundamentals of the two
models. The introduction of the specific interfacial area eliminated the need for
knowing the historical path of water flow and its dynamics. Meanwhile, it is clear that
the interfacial area model still contains several assumptions and uncertainties,
requiring further evaluation before this model can be more widely applied in practical
application of multiphase flow.
Finally, we acknowledge that additional horizontal (and vertical) redistribution
experiments and analysis of the interfacial area model are needed in the future. First,
like in our study, better controlled experiments must be performed to ensure
homogeneous soil packing and direct measurement of initial conditions. This will
reduce uncertainties in the experimental data and theoretical analysis. Second,
independent experimental measurements should be conducted to obtain the pc-Sw-awa
surfaces, the interfacial permeability, and the interfacial area production term. Also,
several material properties appearing in the interfacial mass balance equation and the
generalized Darcy’s law should be determined. Finally, long-term experiments should
be conducted until full equilibrium is reached.

2.6

Appendix A: Production rate term of the specific
interfacial area

A constitutive equation is needed for the rate of production (or destruction) of the
specific interfacial area Ewa, in Equation (2.8). We know that the interfaces will be
created or destroyed if capillary equilibrium is not reached. As explained in
Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993a), capillary equilibrium will be disturbed if the
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difference in average fluid pressures deviates from the average capillary pressure. This
is implicit in the dynamic capillarity equation (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993a),

S w
p  p  p 
t
a

w

c

(A1)

where τ, often called the dynamic capillarity coefficient, is a material property which
may depend on saturation. One way to parametrize Ewa is to relate this parameter to the
degree of the deviation from capillarity equilibrium. Thus, we proposed that Ewa is
proportional to the difference in the amount of interfacial area, awa, under dynamic and
static conditions. Since awa is a function of Sw and pc (see Equation (2.5)), we postulate
the following linear relationship for Ewa

E wa  1  a wa ( S w , p a  p w )  a wa (S w , p c ) 

(A2)

where κ1 is a material coefficient. We next expand the function awa(Sw, (pa-pw)) in a
Taylor series around pc to obtain
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Substitution of Equations (A1) into (A3) and combination of the results with (A2) will
lead to

E wa   κ1τ
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κ
p c t
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(A4)

where ∂awa/∂pc can be obtained from Equation (2.5) and κ has to be determined
experimentally. In this study, we estimated the value of κ by fitting this parameter to
the observed data.

2.7

Appendix B: Gibbs free energy for the specific
interfacial area

As explained in the main text, at the contact surface between dry and wet domains, we
require continuity in the Gibbs free energy of air-water interfaces. The Gibbs free
energy for air-water interfaces Gwa, is defined as (e.g., Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993b;
Equation 50b)

G wa  Awa 

 wa
 wa

(B1)
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where Γwa and Awa are the average mass density and macroscopic Helmholtz free
energy of air-water interfaces, respectively. The Helmholtz free energy is known to be
a function of Sw, awa and Γwa (if the latter is not constant). In particular, the
macroscopic interfacial tension, Γwa, is related to the change in the Helmholtz free
energy due to a change in the specific interfacial area (see e.g., Hassanizadeh and Gray,
1993b; Equation 26)

 Awa 
wa 
 a 

 wa   a wa  wa 

(B2)

The differential of Gwa is found next from Equation (B1) to be

dG wa 

Awa wa Awa w
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dS  wa d wa
wa
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where we have considered the average mass density of interfaces to be constant.
Substituting Equation (B2) into (B3) and collection of terms results in
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From Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993b) and the definition of coefficient Ω in Equation
(2.12), we find:
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Substitution of Equation (B5) into (B4) gives:
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An approximate integration of this relationship yields:
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where G0 is a constant of integration. Here again we have assumed that Γwa is a
constant. Thus, the continuity in the Gibbs free energy of air-water interfaces across
the contact surface requires continuity in lnawa+ΩSw/awa.
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Abstract
Knowledge of the unsaturated soil hydraulic properties is essential for modelling water
flow and solute transport processes in variably-saturated subsurface systems. There
exist various experimental setups for the measurement of such properties. We have
devised a relatively simple setup for simultaneous measurement of the water retention
and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves using multistep flux (MSF) and
multistep outflow (MSO) experiments. Our focus was especially on medium- and
coarse-textured sands having relatively narrow particle-size distributions, which find
their manifestation in the van Genuchten-Mualem (VGM) hydraulic parameter n. We
also measure the soil properties using the HYPROP evaporation method. MSF and
MSO results showed excellent agreement, but deviated slightly from independent data
obtained with the HYPROP. The values of VGM parameter n for the sands we used
were as high as 15. Some discrepancy was found between the MSO, MSF and HMS
retention data, presumably because of the assumed linear distribution of the water
content versus depth in the HMS approach.
Abbreviations: MSF, Multistep flux method; MSO, Multistep outflow method; VGM,
van Genuchten-Mualem model; HMS, HYPROP measurement system
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3.1

Introduction

Quantifying the unsaturated soil hydraulic properties is essential to the understanding
and modeling of fluid flow and contaminant transport in the vadose zone, as well as
for other variably-saturated multiphase flow systems. The constitutive relationships for
air-water systems generally involve the water content, θ, as a function of the pressure
head, h, and the hydraulic conductivity, K, as a function of pressure head or water
content. A range of laboratory methods have been developed over the years for
estimating the soil hydraulic properties (cf. Klute, 1986; van Genuchten et al., 1997;
Dane and Hopmans, 2002; Durner and Lipsius. 2005). This includes not only direct
measurement of θ and/or K at specific pressure heads or water contents, but also the
use of inverse procedures to estimate the complete θ(h) and/or K(θ) curves (Durner et
al., 1999; Hopmans et al., 2002).
Following Becher (1970) and Wind (1968), the evaporation method is a widely-used
method to water retention and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity simultaneously.
The method has seen many improvements over the years (e.g., Halbertsma, 1996;
Wendroth et al., 1993, Peters and Durner, 2005; Schindler and Muller, 2006; Peters et
al. 2015), leading to a semi-automated version (referred to here as the HYPROP
measurement system, HMS) that is now being commercialized by Decagon Devices
(Pullman, WA) and UMS GmbH (Munich, Germany). The method uses values of the
pressure head measured at two depths within a 5-cm soil sample, along with the
weight of the soil sample during the evaporation process, to estimate the soil hydraulic
data. While very reliable results have been reported for the HMS approach, one
inherent drawback of evaporation methods is that results hold only for the drainage
branches of the soil hydraulic properties.
An alternative simultaneous direct approach is the multistep flux (MSF) method based
on a vertically uniform flow (Dirksen and Matula, 1994; Weller et al., 2011; Weller
and Vogel, 2012). The method allows measurements of K(h) assuming unit pressure
gradient conditions during steady-state downward flow in a soil column. Water inflow
and outflow rates are measured and adjusted to be the same, while pressure heads are
also adjusted to be the same when measured at two vertical positions. The fluid flow
rate becomes then equal to the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, K, at the measured
pressure head, h. Repeating the measurements at various flow rates and corresponding
pressure heads will produce the desired hydraulic data points.
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In this study, we constructed a relatively simple setup using a small cell. We report
here the measured hysteretic hydraulic properties of two soil samples having relatively
narrow pore-size distributions, and compare results with the more standard hydrostatic
hanging-water column approach, carried out here in the form of multistep outflow
(MSO) experiments. The studies were motivated in part to have reliable soil hydraulic
data for more theoretical studies of hysteresis phenomena using alternative
thermodynamics-based interfacial area approaches (Zhuang et al., 2016b). Moreover,
there have been a few experimental and numerical studies carried out on clean sands
(e.g., Weller et al., 2011; Weller and Vogel, 2012; Bezerra et al. 2016; Mahmoodlu et
al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Zhuang et al., 2016a).

3.2

Materials and methods

3.2.1 Sand materials
We investigated two types of sands. One sand, labeled as S1, was obtained from a sand
mining site (Sibelco, Antwerp, Belgium) with particles ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 mm.
The other sand (S2), having grain sizes from 0.1 to 1 mm, was obtained from a
riverbed. Prior to use, the two sandy soils were rinsed with deionized water and then
air dried. Saturated hydraulic conductivities of the two samples were measured using a
constant-head method (Reynolds et al., 2002) with the same sand cell holder as used
for the multistep outflow and multistep flux experiments (Figure 3.1). Selected
properties of the two sand samples are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Properties of the two samples in experiments

Properties

S1

S2

Mean particle diameter, d50 (mm)

0.20

0.28

Particle density, ρs (g cm-3)

2.56

2.55

Saturated conductivity, (cm h-1)

61.2

75.6

Average porosity, φ, (-)

0.39

0.36

3.2.2 Multistep outflow (MSO) experiments
Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of our MSO experimental setup. A custom-built
Plexiglas cell for holding sand sample was employed for the multistep outflow
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experiments. The dimensions of cell were 3 cm (height) by 3 cm (length) by 2 cm
(width). A valve at the top of sandbox (Valve 1) was connected to a balloon filled with
moist air to keep constant atmospheric pressure. At the bottom of sand cell, a 5μm
hydrophilic nylon membrane was held by a stainless-steel porous plate to serve as a
capillary barrier. The water reservoir at the bottom of the setup was connected to a
small hanging water column; the latter was used to control the pressure head at the
outlet. Water in the small hanging column could overflow during drainage, while extra
water was added to keep the water head in the column constant during imbibition.
Silicone tapes were used at all joints to avoid any leakage.

Figure 3.1 Schematic view of the experimental setup for the multistep outflow
(MSO) experiments

Two mini-tensiometers (Rhizo Instruments, Wageningen, Netherlands) were installed
at depths of 1 and 2 cm in the sand sample cell. The tensiometers consisted of a
ceramic cup, 1 cm long and 4 mm in diameter, and a small pore pressure transducer.
An air permeable but water impermeable plastic hollow fiber was used to connect the
ceramic cup to a vacuum in order to remove air from the tensiometers. Prior to use, the
tensiometers were saturated with deionized water, while during the experiments,
tensiometers were always connected to an automatic vacuum system. This ensured that
the tube between the ceramic cup and the transducer remained filled with water. The
pressure transducers were connected to a CR1000 data logger (Campbell Scientific,
Shepshed, UK). Tensiometer readings were collected every 5 min.
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The water content in the middle of the sand sample was measured using gamma ray
transmission method. When a beam of gamma radiation passes through a sample of
thickness x, the transmission of photons can be described using Beer-Lambert’s law,
which for an unsaturated soil sample can be written as:

I  I 0 exp(s xs  w xw )

(3.1)

where I and I0 are measured and corresponding reference intensities, respectively, μs
and μw (L-1) are the soil and water attenuation coefficients, and xs and xw denote the
length of the soil and water along the path of the gamma-ray beam. Values of the
porosity (φ) of the sand and its water content (θ) can be calculated from xs and xw using



x  xs
x

and



xw
x

(3.2)

respectively where x is the total thickness of the soil sample (i.e. 2 cm, being the width
of our experimental setup).
In our study, we used a dual energy gamma ray system. The gamma-ray sources
consisted of 241Am, with an energy peak of 59 keV, and 137Cs, with an energy peak of
662 keV. The diameter of the gamma-ray beam was 6 mm. Measured intensities hence
were average values over the cross-section of the beam and the sample thickness x.
The attenuation coefficients μs and μw for both 241Am and 137Cs were measured and
calculated beforehand. Details of the calibration procedures and the dual gamma ray
system are given by Fritz (2012). We chose the intensities of the empty cell as the
reference I0 for both 241Am and 137Cs. Intensities for 241Am and 137Cs can be collected
simultaneously for each gamma-transmission measurement, while xs and xw can be
calculated from Equation (3.1), written for Am and Cs separately. Once xs and xw are
know the sand porosity (φ) and water content (θ) can be calculated for every gammatransmission measurement. Water contents were measured after the equilibrium of the
soil sample at each imposed water level (and hence pressure head).
The experimental setup was first mounted with the bottom reservoir and the cell full of
water and without the top lid. Some deionized and degassed water was used to
minimize air entrapment. The cell was packed by pouring dry sand continuously into
the water filled cell through a funnel, and regularly tapping the sand. A small comb
was used to mix the sand in water to avoid layering. The top cover was installed after
packing the sand uniformly. All experiments were conducted at a constant-temperature
room at 21±0.5ºC.
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3.2.3 Multistep flux (MSF) experiments
We modified the MSO setup for performing multistep outflow experiments. This
allowed us to measure unsaturated conductivities directly and the water retention curve.
Water flow in the porous medium was described using the standard DarcyBuckingham equation

 h 
q   K ( )   1
 x 

(3.3)

where q is fluid flux, and x is vertical spatial coordinate. For unit-gradient flow in the
vertical direction (i.e., when ∂h/∂x=0), the flux becomes equal to the hydraulic
conductivity, K(h). Different hydraulic conductivity values can be obtained by
changing the inflow rate and the height of the hanging water column (and thus
changing h).
A sketch of the MSF experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.2. Six injection needles
(two in the lateral direction and three in the longitudinal direction) were used to obtain
a spatially uniform water inflow rate. Each needle was connected to a tube with an
inner diameter of 2 mm. The six tubes were connected to a peristaltic pump that
controlled the injected flow rate. The tips of needles were contacted to a 200-μm
hydrophilic nylon membrane (hydrophilic membrane 1 in Figure 3.2) to establish a
homogenous water flow rate into the sand sample.
A continuous water flow was established during the experiments, i.e., starting from
primary drainage, to scanning imbibition, and then to main drainage. After packing the
saturated sand samples into the cell, a water flow rate, slightly smaller than the
measured saturated hydraulic conductivity (as obtained with the constant-head
method), was applied to the top of the sample. The hanging water column was then
kept at the same level as the bottom of the sand sample.
Readings of the two tensiometers were collected continuously and outflow was
measured when the readings of two tensiometers became identical, in which case the
measured outflow was assumed to be equivalent to the value of hydraulic conductivity
at the pressure head obtained from the tensiometer readings. The process was reversed
when the water flow rate became too small for the peristatic pump. The level of the
hanging column after each step was moved to a new elevation prior to decreasing the
flow rate using the pump during drainage, while it was in an opposite manner during
imbibition.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic view of the experimental setup for the multistep flux (MSF)
experiments

3.2.4 HYPROP experiments
We employed the HYPROP commercial device (UMS GmbH, Munich, Germany) to
carry out the HMS evaporation experiments. Saturated HMS soil samples (250 cm3, 5
cm in height) were for this purpose sealed at the bottom and exposed at the top for
evaporation. Values of the pressure head were monitored continuously at two depths
(1.25 and 3.75 cm). The weight loss of the sample was measured simultaneously, so
that values of the water content would be calculated volumetrically. The geometric
mean values of measured water pressure heads at two depths were calculated. At any
given time, the values of water content, water pressure head and hydraulic
conductivity were calculated using the HYPROP software as documented by Pertassek
et al. (2015).

3.3

Soil hydraulic functions
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Measured soil water retention and unsaturated conductivity data were analysed in
terms of the van Genuchten-Mualem (VGM) equations (van Genuchten, 1980) given
by:

 ( h)   r 

s  r
1   h n 



m
K ( )  K s ( S e )l 1  1  S e1/ m  



Se 

  r
s  r

(3.4)

m

2

(3.5)
(3.6)

where θs and θr are the saturated water content and residual water content, respectively,
Se is effective saturation, Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, α, m, n and l are
fitting parameters, with m=1-1/n.

3.4

Results and discussion
Three replicates were conducted for all experiments. Because of the close overlap of
the replicates, only one measurement set is shown here for each sand.

3.4.1 MSO and MSF experiments
Water retention data of the two sands as obtained with the multistep outflow (MSO)
experiments are shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3b. The different symbols represent MSO
measured retention data during primary drainage, main imbibition and main drainage
processes. The shapes of the retention curves are very much consistent with the
particle size distribution ranges of the two sands; the retention curve of sand S1 with
its narrow particle distribution range is flatter for both drainage and imbibition
processes.
Figure 3.3 also includes the VGM retention functions (dashed lines) as fitted to the
experimental data. The fitted parameter values are listed in Table 3.2. The residual
water content θr was iteratively fitted to the same value for all MSO experiments. The
saturated water content θs for main drainage and imbibition curves was fixed at a value
less than porosity due to air entrapment (leading to a non-zero residual air content).
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Figure 3.3 Water retention data obtained with MSO experiments for sands S1 and
S2

Figures 3.4a and 3.4b show observed water retention data of the two sands as
measured using the MSF experiments. Different symbols are used for the primary
drainage, scanning imbibition and main drainage data points. Fitted VGM curves of
the MSF experiments are shown by solid lines. Also included for comparison are the
fitted curves of the MSO experiments (dashed lines; the same curves as in Figure 3.3).
The retention curves of sand S1 obtained from the MSF method lie slightly lower than
the MSO data for both drainage and imbibition. It is probably because of micro
heterogeneity and non-uniform water configuration in the sand sample during drainage
process, and non-equilibrium dynamic effect. This deviation has also been observed
and discussed by Weller et al. (2011).
Unsaturated hydraulic conductivities obtained using MSF method are shown in
Figures 3.4c and 3.4d. The conductivity data versus water content showed very little or
no hysteresis between the main drainage, primary wetting and main wetting branches
(Poulovassilis, 1969; Tzimas, 1979). Unsaturated conductivities of the two sands at
high water content were close to the saturated conductivity as measured with the
constant-head method.
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Figure 3.4 Water retention data (top) and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities
(bottom) obtained with the multistep flux (MSF) experiments for sands S1 and S2.

We used the VGM model to obtain a simultaneous fit of the MSF measured water
retention and unsaturated conductivity data. Resulting curves are shown as solid lines
in Figure 3.4. Values of the residual water content θr for primary and main drainage
processes were fixed at those obtained with the MSO experiments, while its value was
fitted for the scanning imbibition process. The value of saturated conductivity Ks for
primary drainage was taken to be the value measured using the constant-head method,
while Ks for the scanning and main drainage branches was fixed at the largest
measured value. The fitted values are shown in Table 3.2. Small differences in the
fitting parameter values existed between the MSO and MSF data points of primary and
main drainage processes. The values of the pore connectivity parameter l showed some
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variation between the various curves. However, fixing the value at 0.5 as suggested by
Mualem (1976) did not have a major effect on the plotted curves, except for the MSF
primary drainage and scanning imbibition curves of S1 and S2 (results not further
shown here). This was not overly surprising since many (not all) of the soils used in
the analysis by Mualem were relatively coarse-textured disturbed porous media like in
our study.
Table 3.2 Values of the fitted VGM hydraulic parameters for the different
experiments

Sample

S1

S2

50

Experiment
Primary
drainage, MSO
Main imbibition,
MSO
Main drainage,
MSO
Primary
drainage, MSF
Scanning
imbibition, MSF
Main drainage,
MSF
Primary
drainage, HMS
Primary
drainage, MSO
Main imbibition,
MSO
Main drainage,
MSO
Primary
drainage, MSF
Scanning
imbibition, MSF
Main drainage,
MSF
Primary
drainage, HMS

α
(cm-1)

n
(-)

θr
(cm3 cm-3)

θs
(cm3 cm-3)

Ks
(cm h-1)

l

0.0284

14.5

0.086

0.385

-

-

0.0451

14.8

0.086

0.340

-

-

0.0288

13.5

0.086

0.340

-

-

0.0315

15.1

0.0868

0.385

61.2

0.81

0.0553

8.0

0.110

0.340

41.0

0.40

0.0322

10.0

0.086

0.340

41.0

0.82

0.0219

10.0

0.047

0.410

61.2

0.20

0.0442

12.2

0.065

0.345

-

-

0.1003

3.9

0.065

0.300

-

-

0.0453

11.1

0.065

0.300

-

-

0.0460

12.2

0.065

0.338

75.6

4.50

0.1007

4.0

0.141

0.300

22.0

-0.50

0.0480

10.0

0.065

0.300

22.0

2.00

0.0421

5.9

0.044

0.363

75.6

0.66
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3.4.2 Comparison with the Hyprop evaporation data
We compared some of the MSO and MSF primary drainage data with the Hyprop
(HMS) evaporation experiments. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show that the HMS produced
very well-defined smooth retention curves, but with somewhat higher saturated water
contents as compared to the MSO data, as well as lower residual water contents. The
primary drainage curve for sand S1 obtained with the HMS evaporation method lies
higher than the curve obtained with MSO method over the entire water content range
(Figure 3.5a), while the data for sand S2 show only slight difference mostly in the
drier water content range. Similar discrepancies between HMS data and especially
pressure plate data were also noted by Schelle et al. (2013) for their coarse-textured
samples. They offered three possible explanations for the deviations. One could be the
different saturated water contents of the sand samples used for the two methods.
Another possibility may be cooling effects during the evaporation experiments, which
could have affected the tensiometer readings. The entire retention curve is shifted to
the right (larger pressure head value). A third explanation could be possible dynamic
non-equilibrium effects during the evaporation experiments as discussed by
Diamantopoulos and Durner (2012) and Hassanizadeh et al. (2002), among others. We
conclude that more studies of the observed differences may be needed.
Unsaturated conductivities obtained with MSF and HMS evaporation experiments are
shown in Figures 3.5c and 3.5d. Values of unsaturated conductivity in this case are
presented using a log scale. Results indicate several order of magnitude difference
between the measured unsaturated hydraulic conductivities using the two methods
were quite different. Unsaturated conductivities data points obtained with the
evaporation method were mainly in the dry range, while MSF experiments measured
unsaturated conductivities mainly in the wet range. Our results are consistent with
other studies showing that HMS applications to soils having very narrow pore-size
distributions (as reflected by van Genuchten n values above 5 or even 10) may still
produce very reliable results for water retention, but not for near-saturated hydraulic
conductivity values (Peters et al., 2015; Bezerra et al., 2016).
Figure 3.5 includes the fitted VGM equations for the MSF and HMS measured soil
water retention and hydraulic conductivity curves. Fitted parameter values are reported
in Table 3.2. Values of the saturated conductivity Ks of the two sands were fixed at
those measured using the constant-head method. The fitted curves for HMS data are
shown as solid lines in Figure 3.5. The fitted HMS curves showed excellent agreement
with the retention data, but not with the unsaturated conductivity measurements. The
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MSO experiments produced mostly higher values of the parameters α, n and θr as
compared to the HMS experiments.

Figure 3.5 Measured and VGM fitted water retention data (top) and unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity (bottom) curves obtained with the MSO and HMS
evaporation experiments during primary drainage for sands S1 (left figures) and S2
(right figures).

We conclude by noting that some of the differences between the MSO, MSF and
evaporation experiments may have been due to differences in measured water contents
caused by different averaging volumes. Water contents in MSO and MSF experiments
were measured using gamma transmission, in which case water contents were
calculated based on the average volume of the gamma source opening area (6 mm in
diameter) and the sample width (2 cm). By comparison, water contents during the
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evaporation experiments were averaged based on the whole volume of the sample
rings (250 cm3; 5 cm in depth). Moreover, due to the narrow particle size distributions
(especially for sand S1), the moisture front during evaporation becomes very sharp,
leading to large differences between the water contents in the upper and lower parts of
the sample. Such a situation may compromise the linearization assumptions in the
HMS evaporation approach (Peters et al., 2015).

3.5

Concluding remarks

In this study, we used three laboratory methods to characterize the unsaturated soil
hydraulic properties of two sands having relatively narrow particle size distributions.
A small custom-built cell or box was developed to conduct multistep outflow (MSO)
and multistep flux (MSF) experiments, while the commercial HYPROP (HMS) system
was used for the evaporation experiments. Both drainage and imbibition curves could
be obtained using MSO and MSF methods. But, the HMS method provides primary
drainage curves only. The hysteretic retention data obtained with MSO and MSF
experiments showed good agreement with each other for the primary drainage and
main imbibition processes. MSF-measured unsaturated conductivities did not show
distinct hysteretic behavior; the values for primary drainage, scanning imbibition and
main drainage processes showed very little difference when plotted versus the water
content.
We also compared the MSO and MSF measured hydraulic data with HMS results.
Some discrepancy was found between the MSO and HMS retention data, presumably
because of the assumed linear distribution of the water content versus depth in the
HMS approach. This assumption may not be valid for our porous media having very
narrow particle size distributions. Unsaturated conductivities using the HMS
evaporation experiments were furthermore confined to the very dry range. Independent
saturated conductivity measurements hence may be critical to obtain a good
description of the complete hydraulic conductivity curve. Additional numerical and
experimental studies may be needed to further clarify these issues.
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Chapter 4

Abstract
A series of experiments and related numerical simulations were carried out to study
one-dimensional water redistribution processes in an unsaturated soil. A Plexiglas
sandbox was employed to pack sand as homogeneously as possible. The sandbox was
divided into separate wet and dry parts using a very thin metallic plate. The wet
section was initially fully saturated, while the initial saturation in the dry section was
set to 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6 in three different experiments. Redistribution between the wet and
dry sections started as soon as the metallic divider was removed. The saturation
discontinuity was found to persist during the entire experiments, while the observed
water pressure was found to become continuous immediately after the experiments
started. Two models, the standard Richards equation and an interfacial area model,
were used to simulate the experiments. Both models could simulate the observed
saturation distributions reasonably well for the experiment with a lower initial water
saturation in the dry section. However, the interfacial area model showed better
agreement between observed and calculated water saturation and pressure distributions
for the experiments having higher initial saturations in the dry section.
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4.1

Introduction

Moisture redistribution is an important part of many near-surface and vadose zone
hydrologic processes such as infiltration, root water uptake, evaporation, tile drainage
and recharge, including contaminant transport. Numerous studies over the years have
focused on the underlying physical phenomena of soil moisture redistribution and
related capillary hysteresis processes, both experimentally (e.g., Haines, 1930; Youngs,
1958; Biswas et al., 1966; Staple, 1966, 1969; Gardner et al., 1970; Vachaud and
Thony, 1971; Peck, 1971; Talsma, 1974; Diment and Watson, 1985; van Dam et al.,
1996; Wang et al., 2003) as well as through numerical analyses (Rubin, 1967; Dane
and Wierenga, 1975; Youngs and Poulovassilis, 1976; Diment and Watson, 1983;
Philip. 1991; van Duijn et al., 1995; van Duijn and de Neef, 1998; Wang et al., 2004).
Most of these studies concerned redistribution after infiltration in vertical soil profiles
or laboratory soil columns, while several experimental studies also investigated
horizontal moisture redistribution and hysteresis problems (Vachaud and Thony, 1971;
Kona, 1997; Feuring et al., 2014).
Various theoretical approaches have been used to account for the effects of hysteresis
during moisture redistribution. Relevant models can be divided into two different
approaches: i) relatively conventional hysteresis models such as those used in the
numerical studies cited above, some also accounting for the effects of dynamic nonequilibrium flow (e.g., Beliaev and Hassanizadeh, 2001; Beliaev and Schotting, 2001),
and ii) an interfacial area model. We refer to the former approach as standard model.
The latter approach introduces the specific fluid-fluid interfacial area, and
corresponding governing equations, to account for hysteresis in the capillary pressuresaturation relationship (Niessner and Hassanizadeh, 2008; Pop et al., 2009; Zhuang et
al., 2016). Very few studies up to now have investigated the comparative ability of the
two modeling approaches to simulate water redistribution experiments (Zhuang et al.,
2016).
In this chapter we provide results of a comprehensive experimental and numerical
study of horizontal water redistribution in sand. We conducted a series of water
redistribution experiments in a custom-built horizontal sandbox (or a flume) filled with
a medium to coarse sand having different initial water saturations. The experimental
results were simulated with both the standard model and the interfacial area model. In
the following, we first describe the experimental setup and procedures. We then
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introduce the two modeling approaches, followed by a comparison of the experimental
data with numerical simulation results.

4.2

Description of experiments

4.2.1 Sand properties

Figure 4.1 Measured and fitted a) retention curves for primary drainage and main
imbibition; b) relative permeability curves for primary drainage and scanning
imbibition

A medium to coarse sand (grain size 0.1-1 mm) taken from a riverbed in the
Netherlands was used in the experiments. The sand had a mean particle diameter of
0.29mm. Prior to use, the sand was rinsed with deionized water to remove clay
particles, and then air dried. Unsaturated hydraulic properties of the sand were
measured using a small laboratory setup as described in detail in Chapter 3. The
saturated conductivity was found to be 2.110-4 m/s, using the constant-head method
(Reynolds et al., 2002). Capillary pressure-saturation curves for primary drainage and
main imbibition were measured with the hanging water column method (Dane and
Hopmans, 2002). Measured data are shown by symbols in Figure 4.1a. Simultaneously,
unsaturated conductivities were measured directly for primary drainage and scanning
imbibition using uniform gradient flow methods (e.g., Dirksen and Matula, 1994;
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Weller et al., 2011); the data are shown in Figure 4.1b. Observed data were analyzed in
terms of the standard van Genuchten-Mualem equations (Mualem, 1976; van
Table 4.1 Measured sand properties and fitted hydraulic parameter values

Parameters

Unit
S

Value

-3

Particle density, ρ

kg m

2.55103

Water density, ρw

kg m-3

1103

Water viscosity, μw

Pa∙s

1×10-3

Saturated conductivity, KS

m s-1

2.110-4

Intrinsic permeability, k

m2

2.14×10-11

Fitted hydraulic parameters in the van Genuchten-Mualem model
Primary
drainage

Main
imbibition

n

-

11 .4

α

Pa-1

4.4×10-4

l

-

4.3

n

-

5.1

α

Pa-1

9.0×10-3

l

-

1.5

ω

-

0.29

Genuchten, 1980) for water retention and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity as
follows:

pc (S w ) 

1

1/ n

 Se1/ m  1


m
k rw ( S w )   ( Se )l 1  1  S e1/ m  



S w  Sirw
Se 
1  Sirw  Sra

(4.1)
2

(4.2)

(4.3)

𝑤
where 𝑆𝑖𝑟
, 𝑆𝑟𝑎 , Sw and Se are irreducible water saturation, residual air saturation, water
saturation and effective water saturation, respectively, pc(Sw) and krw(Sw) are capillary
pressure and relative permeability, respectively, α, n and l are fitting parameters, and
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m=1-1/n. The factor ω is introduced to account for the fact that the values of the
unsaturated conductivity for main and scanning imbibition curves do not reach the
saturated conductivity value. The value of ω was set equal to the ratio between the
largest measured value of the unsaturated conductivity and the saturated conductivity
(the latter at full saturation). The fitted curves are shown as solid lines in Figures 4.1a
and 4.1b. Fitted parameter values and measured sand properties are listed in Table 4.1.

4.2.2 Experimental setup and procedure
We designed and constructed a long Plexiglas sandbox with dimensions of 2 cm
(width) by 2 cm (height) by 60 cm (length) to conduct the horizontal water
redistribution experiments. A schematic of the sandbox is shown in Figure 4.2. The
sandbox was divided into two sections: one being 20 cm long and the other 40 cm.
They were separated by a very thin metal plate (0.1 mm in thickness). This
construction made it possible to pack the two sections with sand at different initial
saturations. The long section (0<x≤40) was filled with fully saturated sand, while the
short section (-20≤x<0) was filled with drier sand. The two sections were tightly
closed at the top using a thin Plexiglas lid (1 mm in thickness); while silicone tapes
were used to keep the whole sandbox air-tight and prevent any evaporation of water.
The water redistribution experiments started by removing the thin plate. Mechanical
springs were used at the two ends of the sandbox in order to push the two sections
towards each other as the thin plate was being removed. This ensured full contact
between the dry and wet sands at all times.

Figure 4.2 Schematic view of thin horizontal sandbox used for the experiments

Eleven water tensiometers and four air tensiometers (Rhizo Instruments, Wageningen,
the Netherlands) were installed along the sandbox, as shown in Figure 4.2. They
allowed the measurements of the water and air pressures every 1 min during the
redistribution experiments. Locations of tensiometers are given in Table 4.2. The water
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tensiometer composed of a ceramic cup, 1-cm long and 4 mm in diameter, and a small
pore pressure transducer. An air permeable but water impermeable plastic hollow fiber
was used to connect the ceramic cup to a vacuum in order to remove air from the
tensiometer. The water tensiometers were saturated with deionized water prior to their
use. The tubes between the ceramic cups and the transducers remained filled with
water during the experiments. A Teflon porous cup was used for the air-selective
tensiometer. A very thin tube, with a total volume of around 100 μL, was used to
connect the hydrophobic porous cup with the pore transducer, while the joint between
the thin tube and the transducer was sealed with a thicker silicone tube. The water and
air pressure transducers were connected to a CR1000 data logger (Campbell Scientific,
Shepshed, UK) to allow continuous recording of the pressure values. Readings from a
few water tensiometers that malfunctioned during the experiments were not considered
in the analysis.
A dual-energy gamma ray system was used to determine saturation and porosity values
simultaneously at selected points along the sandbox. Coordinates of measured points
are given in Table 4.2. Details of determination of saturation measurements using
gamma radiation techniques are given in the Appendix C.
Table 4.2 Coordinates of tensiometer locations and gamma radiation measurement
points

Devices

Sides

Locations (x in cm)

Water
tensiometers

Dry

-0.5, -1.5,-3.5,-10,-15

Wet

0.5, 1.5, 3.5, 10, 20, 30

Dry

-0.5

Wet

0.5, 15, 30

Dry

-1, -2, -2.25, -2.5, -3, -4.5, -6.5, -8.5,-12.5,-18.5

Wet

1, 2, 2.25, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 6.5, 8.5, 10.5, 12.5, 14.5,
16.5, 18.5, 20.5, 22.5, 24.5, 26.5, 28.5, 30.5, 32.5,
34.5,36.5,38.5

Air
tensiometers

Gamma
radiation

The sandbox was fixed onto a rotatable frame between the gamma source emitter and
the detector. The construction allowed us to rotate the sandbox by 90 after packing, so
that gamma measurements could be made in the direction as shown in Figure 4.2. We
used different procedures for filling the wet and dry sections of the sandbox. For the
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wet section, clean air-dried sand was poured continuously and slowly into deionized
and degassed water through a small funnel. The sand was regularly tapped and mixed
using a small comb to prevent layering and promote the release of trapped gas. Sand
for the dry section was first mixed with a certain amount of deionized and degassed
water such that a large batch of sand with a pre-specified saturation was obtained.
Then, as for the wet section, the sand was packed into the long section of the sandbox
using the small comb.
Once both sections were filled, the two lids were fixed using screws and the whole
sandbox was sealed. The sandbox with its mounted tensiometers was next brought into
position in the gamma radiation system. Moist air was pumped slowly into the dry
section through Valve 1, while Valve 2 was kept open. This was continued overnight
in order to ensure moisture equilibrium in the sandbox and eliminate any potential for
water evaporation during the experiments. A balloon filled with moist air was
subsequently connected to Valve 2 (Figure 4.2), while Valve 1 was closed. The
sandbox was then let to rest for several days, with the wet and dry sections still
separated, in order to reach equilibrium. However, tensiometer and gamma radiation
measurements were already collected during this period. The thin metallic plate was
removed next to start the water redistribution process. As indicated earlier, the small
gap between the dry and wet sections after removing the plate was eliminated by the
action of springs. Moreover, silicon grease was applied around the joint to eliminate
any leakage and/or water evaporation. The total weight of sand and water were
recorded, before and after experiments, to verify that the overall water loss was
negligible.
Table 4.3 Specifications of the experiments

Experiments
I
II
III

Initial saturation
of the dry section
~0.2
~0.4
~0.6

Initial saturation
of the wet section
1.0
1.0
1.0

We performed three sets of experiments, with three different initial saturation values
for the dry section: 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. Table 4.3 summarizes these initial conditions of
the experiments. All experiments were conducted in a constant-temperature room at
21±0.5ºC.
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4.3

1-D mathematical models

In this section, we describe the two alternative mathematical formulations that were
used to simulate the horizontal redistribution process. For both models, we assumed
that the air pressure was constant along the modeling domain. This assumption was
supported by the air tensiometer measurements, which showed negligible spatial
variations during the experiments.

4.3.1 Standard model
Simulations with the standard model were carried out using the HYDRUS-1D finite
element software package (Šimůnek et al., 2009). The software uses the Richards
equation for solving horizontal unsaturated flow in conjunction with hysteretic
capillary pressure-saturation relationships as follows:



S w   k rw ( S w )k  p w  
 

  0
t
x 
 w  x  

 p w  pc (S w )

(4.4)

(4.5)

where pw denotes water pressure, pc is the capillary pressure, t is time and x is the
spatial coordinate. We note that dynamic capillarity effects are neglected when using
Equation (4.5).
When using HYDRUS-1D, every numerical node in the discretized domain can be
assigned its own cluster of scanning curves depending upon whether imbibition or
drainage occurs. Two empirical approximations of capillary hysteresis, namely, Kool
and Parker (1987) and Lenhard and Parker (1991), are included in HYDRUS-1D. In
our study we used the Lenhard-Parker approach to describe the scanning curves. In
this approach, all scanning curves are scaled from the main imbibition or drainage
curves by adjusting the saturated water and residual water saturations, but using the
same values of α and n as the main imbibition or primary drainage curves.
For the HYDRUS-1D simulations we used a grid size of 0.5 cm to obtain meshindependent solutions. We assigned no-flow boundary conditions to both ends of the
modeling domain, while water pressure and fluxes were assumed to be continuous at
x=0, where wet and dry sand touch. The initial saturation of the wet section was Sw=1,
while initial saturation of 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6 was assigned to the dry section.

4.3.2 Interfacial area model
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The interfacial area model as used in this chapter is described in detail by Zhuang et al.
(2016). Capillary hysteresis in the model is introduced by means of a new state
variable, the air-water specific interfacial area (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1990, 1993).
The specific interfacial area, denoted by awa, is defined as the amount of air-water
interfacial area per unit volume of the porous medium. The interfacial area model
assumes that awa is a function of capillary pressure and saturation, which are now both
considered to be independent variables. The set of hysteretic capillary pressuresaturation curves is replaced by a single pc-Sw-awa surface. The projection of this
surface onto the pc-Sw plane would form all hysteretic capillary loops in the domain
between the primary (or main) imbibition and drainage curves. A single pc-Sw-awa
surface under quasi-static conditions has been reported to exist by several researchers
in numerical studies (Held and Celia, 2001; Joekar-Niasar et al., 2008; Joekar-Niasar
and Hassanizadeh, 2011, 2012) and experimental investigations (e.g., Chen and
Kibbey, 2006; Karadimitriou et al., 2013, 2014).
Table 4.4 Values of the coefficients in Equation (4.6)

Parameter

Value

Standard error

γ1 [1/(Pa∙m)]

20.7

1.40

γ2

2.0

0.15

γ3

1.0

0.10

R

2

0.96

Similar to traditional pc-Sw curves, the pc-Sw-awa surface is a hydraulic property of a
given soil. In principle, the surface should be measured experimentally. However,
since measurements of the specific interfacial area were not available, we constructed
the surface in this study with the aid of pc-Sw data points. Our approach is based on a
method proposed by Bradford and Leij (1997), and described in detail in Chapter 5.
Despite its uncertainties and limitations (see e.g., Grant and Gerhard, 2007), we found
this indirect method to be sufficient for our modeling purposes, as a first-order
approximation. For our purpose it suffices that the projection of the pc-Sw-awa surface
should reproduce pc-Sw curves in the pc-Sw plane. The calculated pc-Sw-awa points were
fitted by the following power function, proposed by Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh
(2012):

a wa  S w , p c    1S w 1  S w 
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where γ1, γ2 and γ3 are fitting parameters. The fitted pc-Sw-awa surface and its
parameters are given in Figure 4.3 and Table 4.4, respectively. The black symbols in
Figure 4.3 represent pc-Sw-awa points obtained using the method of Bradford and Leij
(1997).
The interfacial area model introduces an evolution equation for the air-water specific
interfacial area as follows (Hassanizadeh, 2015)
wa wa
a wa   a w 

 E wa
t
x

(4.7)

where wwa is the macroscopic flux of the specific interfacial area. Ewa is the net
production rate of the specific interfacial area, Following Chapter 5, the latter is
approximated by

E wa   L

a wa S w
p c t

(4.8)

in which L is a material coefficient.
Limited literature studies have shown that the flux wwa is very small (Joekar-Niasar
and Hassanizadeh, 2011; Karadimitriou et al., 2014). Neglecting the corresponding
term in Equation (4.7) and using Equation (4.8) lead then to

a wa
a wa S w
 L c
t
p t

(4.9)

The term Ewa accounts for the creation and destruction of interfaces during water
redistribution. The material coefficient L is assumed to be different during drainage
and imbibition, and given by (Chapter 5):

Lim  Ldr Lim  Ldr
S w
L

sign(
)
2
2
t

(4.10)

where Lim and Ldr denote the values of L for imbibition and drainage, respectively.
They would be optimized later using experimental data.
The interfacial area model also uses the Richards equation to describe water flow.
Hence, the set of equations to be solved hence are Equations (4.4), (4.6) and (4.9). As
before, the relative permeability is still assumed to be given by Equation (4.2). Our
measurements have shown that hysteresis in relative permeability is negligible (see
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Figure 4.1b), which allows Equation (4.2) to be written as a unique function of
saturation.
The full set of equations for the interfacial area model was solved in terms of two
primary variables: Sw and pc. We used for this purpose the commercial package
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 (COMSOL, 2014). We used a numerical grid size of 0.1
cm, while residual errors were restricted to 10-8 in order to achieve mesh-independent
solutions. As initial conditions for the various experiments we used measured values
of saturation and capillary pressure. The solutions assumed continuity in the capillary
pressure and water flux at x=0. No-flow boundary conditions were assigned to the two
ends of the domain.

Figure 4.3 Three-dimensional pc-Sw-awa surface; the black symbols represent pc-Swawa points using the method of Bradford and Leij (1997).

4.4

Results and discussion

4.4.1 Experiments
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Figure 4.4 Measured porosity (open circles) and observed saturation profiles (other
symbols) versus distance from the discontinuity for Experiment I, which had an
initial saturation of 0.2 in the dry section. Also shown are simulated curves obtained
with (a) the standard (STD) model (dashed lines) and (b) the interfacial area (IFA)
model (solid lines).

Measured porosity and saturation profiles for experiments I, II and III are shown in
Figures 4.4, 4.6, and 4.8, respectively. In each figure, measured porosities along the
entire sandbox are shown by circles, while other symbols with different colors
represent measured saturation profiles at different times. As can be seen in all figures,
the sand packing along the entire sandbox was reasonably uniform, with minor
fluctuations in porosities and initial water saturations. The small differences in
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porosities between the dry and wet sections are probably caused by the different
packing procedures we used for the two sections, as explained earlier.

Figure 4.5 Measured water pressure vs. time (thin lines) at several locations within
(a) the dry and (b) the wet sections for Experiment I, which had an initial saturation
of 0.2 in the dry section. Simulated curves obtained with the standard (STD) and
interfacial area (IFA) models are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.

For Experiment I (Figure 4.4), saturation values in the dry section (x<0) increased
markedly near the discontinuity within one hour after redistribution started, but then
remained almost constant afterwards. By comparison, saturation values in the wet
section (x>0) decreased over the entire wetted length almost evenly. This is due to the
much higher unsaturated conductivities in the wet section, which requires only very
small water pressure gradients for any flow to occur. The entire redistribution process
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reached the equilibrium state after about one day. The saturation discontinuity at the
discontinuity (x=0) persisted at all times.

Figure 4.6 Measured porosity (open circles) and observed saturation profiles (other
symbols) versus distance from the discontinuity for Experiment II, which had an
initial saturation of 0.4 in the dry section. Also shown are simulated curves obtained
with (a) the standard (STD) model (dashed lines) and (b) the interfacial area (IFA)
model (solid lines).

Measured water pressure heads as a function of time at several locations within the dry
and wet sections of Experiment I are shown in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, respectively.
Thin colored lines with small fluctuations represent the water pressure measurements.
As can be seen in Figure 4.5a, at points closest to the discontinuity in the dry section
(x=-0.5 cm), the pressure increased at the start of the experiment, but then went down
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gradually to reach equilibrium. By comparison, the water pressure at the location
farthest away from the discontinuity (x=-15 cm) increased only gradually during the
redistribution process. However, water pressures in the wet section (Figure 4.5b)
decreased far more uniformly along the entire domain. Pressure heads measured at -0.5
cm and 0.5 cm became the same nearly immediately and then followed similar patterns
afterwards. This implies that water pressures across the discontinuity were continuous
during the entire redistribution process.

Figure 4.7 Measured water pressure vs. time (thin lines) at several locations within
(a) the dry and (b) the wet sections for Experiment II, which had an initial saturation
of 0.4 in the dry section. Simulated curves obtained with the standard (STD) and
interfacial area (IFA) models are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.
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Figure 4.8 Measured porosity (open circles) and observed saturation profiles (other
symbols) versus distance from the discontinuity for Experiment III, which had an
initial saturation of 0.6 in the dry section. Also shown are simulated curves obtained
with (a) the standard (STD) model (dashed lines) and (b) the interfacial area (IFA)
model (solid lines).

For Experiments II and III, which had initial saturations of 0.4 and 0.6, respectively,
measured saturation values changed monotonically in both the dry (x<0) and wet
sections (x>0), as seen in Figures 4.6 and 4.8. For this reason we show here only
measured data close to the discontinuity (-10<x<10). For both experiments, the
magnitude of the saturation discontinuity decreased, but persisted during the entire
process. Measured water pressure heads at different locations for the two experiments
(II and III) are shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.9. Pressure heads at the locations near the
discontinuity in the dry section exhibited again short-lived peaks for both experiments,
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but now with significantly fluctuations (lower peaks) as compared to Experiment I
with its lowest initial saturation of 0.2 in the dry section. Experiment III (having an
initial saturation of 0.6) showed the smallest peak in the dry section after redistribution
started.

Figure 4.9 Measured water pressure vs. time (thin lines) at several locations within
(a) the dry and (b) the wet sections for Experiment III, which had an initial saturation
of 0.6 in the dry section. Simulated curves obtained with the standard (STD) and
interfacial area (IFA) models are shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively.

4.4.2 Simulations
The three experiments were simulated using both the standard (STD) model (as
programmed in HYDRUS-1D) and the interfacial area (IFA) model presented earlier.
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For the simulations using the standard model, we assumed that initially the sand was in
an imbibition state everywhere, consistent with the way the sandbox had been packed.
Initial conditions in the HYDRUS simulations were specified in terms of saturation
values (not water pressure heads). For the interfacial area model simulations, we used
the measured water saturations and pressure distributions as initial conditions. A single
pc-Sw-awa surface was used for both sections. The values of Lim and Ldr in Equation
(4.10) were optimized based on measured saturation and pressure data; producing the
values shown in Table 4.5. Simulation results obtained with the standard (STD) model
are shown as dashed lines in Figures 4.4 through 4.9, while solid lines represent results
obtained with the interfacial area (IFA) model. Since water pressure heads at different
locations in the wet section differed only slightly, simulated curves of the pressures
versus time are shown for only one position.
Table 4.5 Fitted values of Lim and Ldr in the interfacial area model

Dry section
Ldr(Pa)
Lim (Pa)
9,000
15,000

Wet section
Ldr(Pa)
180,000

As can be seen in Figure 4.4 for Experiment I, simulation results obtained with the
standard and the interfacial area models both reproduced the measured saturation
distributions reasonably well. Because of a lack of experimental data of the relative
permeability at the lower saturation (see Figure 4.1), the value of l in Equation (4.2)
was optimized. We found a value of -0.8 using the measured data for both simulations
with the initial saturation at 0.2. Figure 4.5 shows that simulated water pressures
obtained with both models still deviated slightly from the measurements.
Simulations of Experiments II and III (Figures 4.6-4.9) show that the standard model
predicts only minimal redistribution of water, whereas the interfacial area model
captured the measured saturation and water pressure data much better.
We note that either initial saturation or the water pressure distributions can be
specified as initial condition in the standard model. This led to an inconsistency in the
initial saturations and water pressures (see Figures 4.5, 4.7 and 4.9). This discrepancy
can be eliminated by adjusting the imbibition pc-Sw curve (which was measured
independently and is shown in Figure 4.1), based on measured initial water saturation
and pressure for each experiment. However, shifting the imbibition pc-Sw curve for
each set of experiment seems to be unreasonable and nonphysical. By comparison,
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both initial saturation and water pressure can be specified in the interfacial area model,
thus allowing consistent initial conditions.
As shown in Table 4.5, two different values of Ldr were used for the dry and wet
sections in the interfacial area model simulations. This indicates that the coefficient L
in the production term for drainage process is still hysteretic. Moreover, micromodel
studies (e.g., Karadimitriou et al., 2014) have shown that L is a material property and
may depend on saturation. We emphasize that additional analyses and experiments are
still needed to investigate the uncertain parameters in the interfacial area model.

4.5

Conclusions

In this study we performed a series of well-defined water redistribution experiments in
an unsaturated soil. A custom-built thin Plexiglas sandbox was employed to conduct
three sets of experiments with different initial water saturations in the dry section (0.2,
0.4 and 0.6). Gamma transmission method was used to measure water saturations at
different locations along the sandbox, while water and air tensiometers were installed
at various positions to collect pressure data. The magnitude of discontinuity in water
saturation decreased but it persisted in all experiments. Water pressures near the
discontinuity were found to become continuous immediately after the experiments
started. We observed that the degree of water redistribution decreased when the initial
water saturation in the dry section increased; i.e. smaller difference in saturation
between the wet and dry sections produced less redistribution of water.
Two different models, the standard Richards equation and the interfacial area models,
were employed to simulate the three sets of experiments. The standard model could
simulate the water saturation distributions for the experiment with the lowest initial
water saturation (around 0.2). However, contrary to observations, The Richards
equation predicted almost no water redistribution for the other two experiments. The
interfacial area model, however, could reproduce water saturation distributions
observed in all three experiments, albeit by fitting the value of the coefficient of the
area production term. We must point out that the interfacial area model still contains
some adjustable parameters; hence, it has more flexibility in fitting the experimental
data.

4.6
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and porosity
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Gamma radiation attenuation in an unsaturated soil sample can be described using
Beer-Lambert’s equation. Our gamma system consisted of 241Am, with an energy peak
of 59 keV, and 137Cs, with an energy peak of 662 keV. Thus, two equations can be
written for the measured attenuated intensities:

I Am  I 0Am exp( s ls  wlw ) and I Cs  I 0Cs exp( s ls  wlw )

(C1)

where I and I0, with indexes for the two sources, denote measured and corresponding
reference intensities, respectively, μs and μw are the solid and water attenuation
coefficients, and ls and lw denote the overall length of the solid and water phases along
the path of the gamma-ray beam, respectively.
The diameter of the gamma-ray beam was 6 mm. Measured intensities hence were
average values over the cross section of the beam and the soil thickness. The
attenuation coefficients μs and μw for both 241Am and 137Cs were measured and
calculated beforehand. Details of the calibration procedure information about the dual
gamma ray system can be found in Fritz (2012). Values of the reference intensity I0 for
both 241Am and 137Cs was set equal to the measured intensities of the empty sandbox.
At any given time and position, values of ls and lw could be calculated from the
measured intensities for 241Am and 137Cs using Equation (C1). The sand porosity (φ)
and water saturation (Sw) can then be calculated at any given time and position from
the following equations:



l
l  ls
w
and S  w
l
l  ls

(C2)

respectively, in which l is the total thickness of the soil sample (i.e. 2 cm, being the
width of our sandbox).
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Abstract
Two mathematical models, a conventional hysteretic unsaturated flow model and an
interfacial area model, were employed to simulate non-monotonic saturation behavior
during water infiltration into dry soil. Both models are based on the Richards equation
and include dynamic capillarity effects. The conventional hysteretic model accounts
for hysteresis in both the relative permeability and capillary pressure relationships. In
the interfacial area model, the specific interfacial area was introduced to simulate
hysteresis in capillary pressure-saturation relationship. This was done by including a
constitutive equation for the specific interfacial area, as a function of saturation and
capillary pressure, as well as an equation for its evolution. The two models were used
to simulate a set of one-dimensional water infiltration experiments. In those
experiments, saturation breakthrough curves were measured at a point below the inlet.
Saturation changes with time showed a clear non-monotonic behavior, i.e., an
overshoot. Parameter values were determined in order to obtain the best fitting of
experimental data, and, in particular, to model the saturation overshoot. The interfacial
area model provided much better agreement with the data.
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5.1

Introduction

It is known that when water infiltrates into soil, under some certain initial and
boundary condition, it forms wetting fingers instead of moving as a smooth front (see
Figure 5.1). The unstable fingering front was first observed by Hill and Parlange (1972)
in a layered soil. Later studies by Diment and Watson (1985) showed that unstable
fronts also appeared in non-layered dry soils. During the last few decades, many 1D,
2D or 3D experiments have been carried out to investigate the factors that cause the
appearance of fingers and affect their width and speed (Glass et al., 1989a, 1990;
Baker and Hillel, 1990; Selker et al., 1992; Liu et al., 1994a; Lu et al., 1994b).
Experimental measurements showed that a characteristic saturation overshoot occurred
at the tip of each finger (Glass et al., 1989a; Liu et al., 1994a; Lu et al., 1994a), as well
as non-monotonic water pressure profiles (Baker and Hillel, 1990; Selker et al., 1992;
Lehmann et al., 1998; Bauters et al., 2000). Recently, comprehensive 1D experiments
were conducted to show the occurrence of overshoot in saturation (DiCarlo, 2004;
Fritz, 2012) and/or pressure (Stonestrom and Akstin, 1994; Geiger and Durnford, 2000;
DiCarlo, 2007; Fritz, 2012) under different conditions.

Figure 5.1 Schematic of fingering flow (left) and the water distribution in a finger (right)

Initial attempts to simulate fingering flow were all based on models using the Richards
equation (Glass et al., 1989b; Liu et al., 1994b; Nieber, 1996; Eliassi and Glass, 2001).
However, these models were not able to reproduce fingering phenomena since the
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Richards equation is unconditionally stable, even if hysteresis in the hydraulic
properties is included (Otto, 1997; Eliassi and Glass, 2001; Egorov et al., 2002). Many
improvements or modifications have been proposed to extend Darcy scale
formulations (Wang et al., 1998; Egorov et al., 2002; Eliassi and Glass, 2002; Nieber
et al., 2003; Cueto-Felgueroso and Juanes, 2008). Among these is the concept of
dynamic capillarity proposed by Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993b). They showed that
the difference in fluid pressures is not only a function of saturation, but also depends
on the time rate of change of saturation. Dynamic capillarity effects have been
observed experimentally as early as in 1978 by Stauffer (1978). For a review of
experimental works on dynamic effects, see Hassanizadeh et al. (2002). The dynamic
capillarity term has been included in mathematical models of unsaturated flow, based
on traditional Darcy’s law as shown to be conditionally unstable and may result in
non-monotonic saturation profiles (see e.g., Egorov et al., 2002; Cuesta and Hulshof,
2003; van Duijn et al., 2004). Numerical solutions of these models have been
compared with experimental data by DiCarlo (2005). Also, numerical models
including capillary hysteresis, were developed by Nieber et al. (2003), and were
compared to experiments later on by Sander et al. (2008) and Chapwanya and Stockie
(2010).
In addition to conventional hysteretic models combined with dynamic capillarity
effects, an alternative model has been proposed by Hassanizadeh and Gray (1990)
based on introducing the specific interfacial area. In that model, the full set of
hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation curves (including all scanning curves) is
replaced by a single interfacial area-capillary pressure-saturation surface. The
existence of such a surface has been shown using computational pore-scale models
(e.g., Reeves and Celia, 1996; Held and Celia, 2001; Joekar-Niasar et al., 2008; Porter
et al., 2009; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2012), as well as experimentally (Chen
and Kibbey, 2006; Karadimitriou et al., 2014). The full interfacial area model has been
used for simulating hypothetical problems (Niessner and Hassanizadeh, 2008; Pop et
al., 2009), as well as experiments of horizontal redistribution of moisture in sand
(Zhuang et al., 2016).
In this work, we have employed two alternative models to simulate saturation
overshoot observed during one-dimensional downward infiltration of water into dry
sand (Fritz, 2012). Both models employ the Richards equation, which is a combination
of standard Darcy’s law and the continuity equation, to describe the movement of the
water phase. Also, in both models the dynamic capillarity equation is employed to give
the relationship between water pressure and saturation. In the first model the
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traditional hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation curves are used, whereas in the
second model the interfacial area-capillary pressure-saturation surface is used to model
hysteresis. We performed a series of sensitivity analyses to determine the effects of
various parameters on the magnitude and extent of saturation overshoot. In the
following sections, we first describe the two models used in this study, and then
compare results of the two models with experimental data.

5.2

Mathematical models

First, we present common elements of the two models, namely the Richards equation
and the dynamic capillarity equation. The conventional hysteresis model and the
interfacial area model are described next.

5.2.1 1D-Richards equation
The mass balance equation for the water phase, combined with the Darcy-Buckingham
equation, is usually used to model multiphase flow in porous media. Known as the
Richards equation in one-dimensional form, the model can be written as follows:




S w   k rw ( S w )k  p w
 
  wg   0

w
t x 

 x


(5.1)

where Sw is water saturation, φ is porosity, μw is water viscosity, ρw is water density, g
is gravity, pw is water pressure, krw and k denote relative and intrinsic permeabilities,
respectively, t is time, and x is the vertical coordinate, assumed to be positive
downward.

5.2.2 Dynamic capillarity equation
In soil physics the difference between air and water pressures is considered to be
capillary pressure, given as a function of saturation. The air pressure is commonly
assumed to be almost constant throughout the modelling domain. Then, taking air
pressure as the reference pressure, the capillary pressure-saturation relationship is
usually written as:

 p w  pc (S w )

(5.2)

However, in this study we replace this equation with the dynamic capillarity
relationship. A linear approximation for such a relationship can be formulated as
follows (Hassanizadeh et al, 2002):
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 p w  pc (S w )  

S w
t

(5.3)

where τ is the dynamic capillarity coefficient. Many studies have shown that τ itself
may be a function of saturation. Examples are the experimental works of Bottero et al.
(2011), Hou et al. (2012), Mirzaei and Das (2013), O’Carroll et al. (2005) and Goel
and O’Carroll (2011) and numerical studies of Manthey et al. (2008), Bottero (2009),
and Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2011). Equation (5.3) should in principle replace
Equation. (5.2), with the pc(Sw) relationship given below.

5.2.3 Conventional hysteretic model
The governing equations for this model comprise Equations (5.1) and (5.3) in
combination with the full set of hysteretic capillary pressure-saturation curves. The
relative permeability-saturation relationship is in principle also hysteretic. For the
basic formulas we have employed van Genuchten-Mualem equations (van Genuchten,
1980) :

pc (S w ) 

1

1/ n

 Se1/ m  1


m
k rw ( S w )  ( Se )l 1  1  Se1/ m  



Se 

S w  Sirw
1  Sirw  Sra

(5.4)
2

(5.5)

(5.6)

𝑤
where 𝑆𝑖𝑟
, 𝑆𝑟𝑎 and Se are irreducible water saturation, residual air saturation, and
effective water saturation, respectively, α and n are fitting parameters, m=1-1/n, and l
was set equal to 0.5 for most simulations. The relationships for the main drainage and
𝑐
𝑐
imbibition curves of the capillary pressure, denoted by 𝑝𝑑𝑟
and 𝑝𝑖𝑚
, respectively, and
𝑟𝑤
𝑟𝑤
the relative permeability curves, denoted by 𝑘𝑑𝑟 and 𝑘𝑖𝑚 , are obtained by inserting
corresponding values of the parameters α and n in Equations (5.4) and (5.5).

Many different approximate models have been developed for the scanning curves (cf.,
Kool and Parker, 1987; Parker and Lenhard, 1987). In this study, a simple play-type
hysteresis model (Beliaev and Hassanizadeh, 2001; Rätz and Schweizer, 2014) was
employed for both the relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. The
following equations were used
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kimrw  kdrrw kimrw  kdrrw
S w

sign(
)
2
2
t

(5.7)
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For numerical convenience we replaced the equation above by a smooth function
Hε(∂Sw/∂t). This function was chosen so that


S w
1
when


S w
t
H (
)
w
t
 1 when S  

t

(5.9)

Furthermore, Hε(0)=0 and Hε has a positive slope in the interval (-ε, ε). Here ε is a
small parameter that controls the way in which Hε approximates the sign function.
Since the sign function and Hε have no physical dimension, the small parameter ε has
the dimension of s-1. How close are the sign function and Hε for a given ε? To see this
one needs to introduce a dimensionless time td by setting td=t/tref, where tref is a
characteristic reference time. One has to replace ε and t in Equation (5.9) by εd= εtref
and td, respectively. The scaled parameter εd was found to be around 10-4-10-3. Using
Hε in Equations (5.7) and (5.8) implies that krw and pc vary continuously from
imbibition to drainage (or vice versa).
When solving the full set of equations of the conventional hysteretic model, the value
of effective saturation is not constrained. Large τ values may lead to large saturation
overshoots. If effective saturation exceeds unity, Equations (5.4) and (5.5) become
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meaningless. To ensure that large τ values will lead to saturation (e.g., 𝑆 𝑤 = 1 − 𝑆𝑟𝑎 )
locally in the column, we extended Equations (5.4) and (5.5) in the following way:

*
p ( S )  (1  Sra  S w ) k rw ( S w ) 1
d
c

w

(5.10)

for 𝑆 𝑤 > 1 − 𝑆𝑟𝑎 . In Equation (5.10), α* represents the averaged parameter of the
drainage-imbibition relationship (see Table 5.1).
In summary, in the conventional hysteretic model, the governing equations consist of
Equations (5.1), (5.3) and (5.8)-(5.10), combined with auxiliary Equations (5.4)-(5.7).

5.2.4 Interfacial area model
For this model we still employ Equations (5.1) and (5.3). However, Equations (5.4)(5.9) for capillary pressure and relative permeability as given in the previous section,
are now replaced by a new constitutive equation in terms of the air-water specific
interfacial area, denoted by awa (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993b). This new variable is
defined as the amount of air-water interfacial area per unit volume of the porous
medium. It has been shown that each equilibrium pc-Sw point (primary, main, or
scanning) corresponds to a point on a unique pc-Sw-awa surface (Chen and Kibbey,
2006; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2011, 2012; Karadimitriou et al., 2014). This
means that multiple pc-Sw loops are replaced by a single three-dimensional pc-Sw-awa
surface. Similarly, the hysteretic relationship between relative permeability (krw) and
saturation (Sw) can be replaced by a krw-Sw-awa surface (Joekar-Niasar et al., 2008).
Since there were no experimental data available for the set of infiltration experiments
modelled here, we employed a numerical approach proposed by Bradford and Leij
(1997) to generate the pc-Sw-awa surface. A similar method was used to generate the
krw-Sw-awa surface. Details are given in Appendix D. For the pc-Sw-awa surface, the
following power function proposed by Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2012) was
used:

a wa  S w , p c    1S w 1  S w 

2

 p 

c 3

(5.11)

where γ1, γ2 and γ3 are fitting parameters. Here, α is the same parameter as in the van
Genuchten-Mualem model. This parameter is used here to make the last term on the
right-hand side dimensionless. For our fitting purposes, we used the value of α of the
primary imbibition curve.
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For the krw-Sw-awa surface, the following formula was employed:

k rw  S w , a wa   S w

 a

wa

1

 2



(5.12)

where λ1 and λ2 are fitting parameters. Equation (5.12) was proposed based on the
formula for krw in the Brooks-Corey-Burdine model (Brooks and Corey, 1964), which
is simply a power function of saturation, with the value of the exponent being different
for drainage or imbibition. In Equation (5.12), different values of specific interfacial
area (awa) during imbibition and drainage result in different values of the exponent for
different paths.
For the air-water specific interfacial area, an evolution equation must be provided.
Assuming that the air-water interfacial mass density is constant, the following equation
can be given (Hassanizadeh, 2015):
wa wa
a wa   a w 

 E wa
t
x

(5.13)

where wwa is the macroscopic flux of the specific interfacial area. This flux is given by
a Darcy-type equation (Hassanizadeh, 2015):

 a wa
S w 
wwa  k wa 


x 
 x

(5.14)

in which kwa is the interfacial permeability, including surface tension, and Ω is another
material coefficient. Ewa is the net production rate of the specific interfacial area, for
which the following approximation was developed by Zhuang et al. (2016):

E wa   L

a wa S w
p c t

(5.15)

where L is a material coefficient.
Recent numerical and experimental studies by Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2011)
and Karadimitriou et al. (2014) have shown that the value of the interfacial
permeability coefficient is very small. As a result, wwa and the corresponding term in
Equation (5.13) attain small values and can be disregarded. This means that
combination of Equations (5.13) and (5.15) yields:

a wa
a wa S w
 L
t
p c t

(5.16)
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For a fixed point x, Equation (5.16) indicates that the relationship between pc and Sw is
specified for a given set of initial conditions (𝑝0𝑐 , 𝑆0𝑤 ), and remains unchanged at all
later times during the imbibition or drainage processes (Pop et al., 2009).
To introduce hysteretic behavior in the interfacial area model, the value of L in
Equation (5.15) was assumed to depend on the sign(∂Sw/∂t) as well. As in Equations
(5.7) and (5.8), we considered

L

Lim  Ldr Lim  Ldr
S w

sign(
)
2
2
t

(5.17)

where Lim and Ldr denote L values for imbibition and drainage, respectively. As before,
we used the approximation Hε(∂Sw/∂t) in Equation (5.17). Values for Lim and Ldr were
fitted to the experimental data.
In summary, we solved the set of Equations (5.1), (5.3) and (5.16) for the interfacial
area model, combined with auxiliary Equations (5.11), (5.12), and (5.17).

5.3

Description of experiments

Here, we describe 1D water infiltration experiments performed by Fritz (2012). The
experiments were designed to characterize saturation overshoot behavior during water
infiltration into relatively dry sand. Clean sand was uniformly packed into a Plexiglas
column of 50-cm length and 1.0 cm in diameter. Water was delivered to the top of the
vertical column at a pre-specified constant flow rate. Saturation at a position 20 cm
below the inlet was measured using gamma transmission during the entire experiments.
Water pressures were measured simultaneously at multiple locations along the domain
using electrical sensors. The influence of initial conditions and applied water flowrates
were investigated for three different types of sand. In this work we mainly focus on
experiments performed on coarse sand, with d50=0.79 mm, at different inflow rates.
The capillary pressure saturation curves of the sand were measured using a multistep
hanging water column method. Figure 5.2 shows the measured primary imbibition and
main drainage curves, as well as the fitted curves based on van Genuchten formula,
Equation (5.4). Saturated conductivity was measured by the constant head method, and
an average value of 5.6110-3 m/s was found. We have summarized all hydraulic
parameters in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.2 Measured and fitted van Genuchten primary imbibition and main
drainage curves (Fritz, 2012).
Table 5.1 Measured soil properties and parameter values

Parameters

Unit

Value

Porosity, φ

-

0.4

Water density, ρw

kg m-3

1103

Water viscosity, μw

Pa∙s

1×10-3

Intrinsic permeability, k

m2

6.43×10-10

Main drainage retention exponent, n

-

13.84

Main drainage retention parameter, α

Pa-1

8.0×10-4

Primary imbibition retention exponent, n

-

2.58

Primary imbibition retention parameter, α

Pa-1

8.6×10-3

𝑤
Irreducible water saturation, 𝑆𝑖𝑟

-

0.14

Residual air saturation, 𝑆𝑟𝑎

-

0.05

Different experiments were conducted with different constant inflow rates, ranging
from 7.510-6 to 4.310-5 m/s, and different initial saturations. Figure 5.3a shows
saturation breakthrough curves for three different inflow rates at zero initial saturation.
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Figure 5.3b presents saturation curves for three different initial saturation values and a
fixed inflow rate of 4.310-5 m/s. As can be seen, saturation overshoot existed, even
for a relatively small flow rate, when the soil was initially dry. For small flow rates,
the peak showed a distinct plateau, while the fast flow rates exhibited only sharp peaks
(Figure 5.3a). The overshoot height decreased for higher initial saturations and
vanished for an initial saturation of 0.1, close to irreducible saturation (Figure 5.3b).

Figure 5.3 Measured saturation breakthrough curves at 20 cm, in initially dry soil
with different flow rates (a) and different initial saturations at flow rate of 4.310-5
m/s (b) (Fritz, 2012).

5.4

Numerical results

The equations for both the conventional and interfacial area models were solved using
the commercial simulation package COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0. A small grid size of
110-4m and a maximum time step of 0.1s were chosen to obtain mesh-independent
solutions. A residual error of 110-8 was used to achieve accurate solutions. The
modelling domain was 0.5 m long. The upper boundary condition was specified to be a
constant inflow rate, while the lower boundary condition was set equal to the initial
saturation. For the cases with initially dry sand, a very small value of 0.01 was
assigned as the initial saturation. For the interfacial area model simulations we took the
initial value of the capillary pressure from the primary imbibition curve corresponding
to the initial saturation value. For all numerical simulations, we used saturation
breakthrough curves at 20 cm in order to compare with experimental data. The
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experiments were simulated using the fitted parameters given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
The corresponding pc-Sw-awa and krw-Sw-awa surfaces are shown in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 Three-dimensional surfaces of pc-Sw-awa (left) and krw-Sw-awa (right)

Table 5.2 Values of the coefficients in Equations (5.11) and (5.12)

Parameter

Value

Standard error

γ1 (1/m)

582

21

γ2

0.7

0.05

γ3

1.9

0.02

2

R , Equation (5.11)

0.95

λ1 (m)

7.010

6.710-6

λ2

4.0

0.14

2

R , Equation (5.12)

-5

0.96

5.4.1 Sensitivity analysis
First we performed a sensitivity analysis of the basic model, i.e., the 1D Richards
equation with dynamic capillarity effects, in order to investigate the effects of various
parameters. These were the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ, the exponent l appearing
in Equation (5.5) for the relative permeability, and initial saturation. We compared all
results mainly in terms of two aspects: the shape (width and height) of saturation
overshoot, and the arrival time of the water front. Results of the sensitivity analyses
are presented in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Saturation breakthrough curves for different parameters

As can be seen in Figure 5.5a, the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ has a strong effect
on the shape and arrival time of saturation overshoot. Obviously, a monotonic front
was found for τ=0. It is evident that the conventional equilibrium theory of capillarity
is not capable to capture the observed non-monotonic saturation behavior, thus
echoing previous mathematical analyses and numerical studies. The coefficient τ plays
the role of a damping factor. Increasing the value of τ leads to more overshoot and a
delay in arrival time (see Figure 5.5a). As indicated by experiments, the inflow rate
and initial saturation also impact the non-monotonicity. For this reason we performed
a series of simulations using inflow rates ranging from 210-5 to 410-5 m/s (see Figure
5.5b), and initial saturations 0, 0.03 and 0.1 (see Figure 5.5c). For a constant τ value,
reducing the inflow rate leads to a less saturation overshoot (see Figure 5.5b). The
increase in initial saturation resulted in an earlier arrival of the front and a lower
saturation overshoot, consistent with the experiments of Frits (2012). We also varied
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the value of the exponent l in the relative permeability Equation (5.5). Results are
shown in Figure 5.5d. Decreasing the relative permeability krw (i.e., increasing the
value of exponent l) leads to higher saturation overshoot and later arrival of the front, a
damping effect similar to the effect of τ.
Next we studied the effect of including hysteresis in the capillary pressure pc and/or
the relative permeability krw. Figure 5.6 shows saturation breakthrough curves obtained
with the conventional model. As can be seen, including hysteresis has no effect on the
results if τ=0. The reason is that when τ=0, a monotonous saturation distribution will
be obtained; i.e. the domain will undergo imbibition only. For τ=10000 Pa∙s, a sharp
saturation overshoot is obtained if no hysteresis is included. When we account for
hysteresis in capillary pressure and/or relative permeability, the overshoot shows a
plateau (see Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6 Saturation breakthrough curves simulated with the conventional model,
with or without hysteresis

Finally, we compared the conventional model (with hysteresis) to the interfacial area
model. Typical results are shown in Figure 5.7. The three breakthrough curves for the
conventional model are the same as those in Figure 5.6 (with τ=10000 Pa∙s). The
interfacial area model (employing a pc-Sw-awa surface) shows a sharp overshoot. If
instead of a single krw-Sw curve, a krw-Sw-awa surface is used (i.e., to account for
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hysteresis in krw), then the overshoot height decreases and the moisture front arrives
earlier. This is because we effectively allow for a higher relative permeability value for
the imbibition stage, when hysteresis is included.

Figure 5.7 Breakthrough curves simulated with different models, but with the
dynamic capillarity equation

The difference in results obtained with the conventional and interfacial area models
can be partly explained by different scanning curves being followed in the two models.
Figure 5.8 shows scanning curves for the capillary pressure for breakthrough curves at
x=20 cm (results shown in Figure 5.7). The solid and dashed lines are primary
imbibition and main drainage curves, respectively, as measured experimentally.
According to the simulations, saturation at x=20 cm starts from the initial saturation,
and increases along the primary imbibition curve until the moisture front passes.
Saturation then decreases along the drainage scanning curve, which is shown by
diamond shaped symbols. In case of the conventional model, the primary drainage
curve is followed exactly and the scanning curve is a straight vertical line, and then the
main drainage is followed. In case of the interfacial area model, a path almost parallel
to primary imbibition is followed (shown by + symbols in Figure 5.8b), but then a
totally different drainage scanning curve is followed (shown by diamond symbols in
Figure 5.8b).
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Figure 5.8 Corresponding capillary curves in the conventional model (a) and the
interfacial area model (b)

5.4.2 Comparison with experiments
Next we employed the two models to simulate the experiments by Fritz (2012).
Simulation results from the two models were compared with experimental data for an
inflow rate of 4.310-5 m/s. The combination that fitted the data best (i.e. the
conventional model with both pc and krw hysteresis, and the interfacial area model with
a pc-Sw-awa surface) was chosen to simulate other experiments with different
conditions. For the interfacial area model, the inflow rate q was adjusted as well, to
obtain a good fit of the arrival time of saturation overshoot as measured in the
experiments.
Both simulated and experimental results are shown in Figure 5.9. Experimental data
are shown by symbols, while simulated results from the conventional and interfacial
area models are presented by dashed and solid lines, respectively. Values of all fitting
parameters in the simulations are given in Table 5.3. Results obtained with the
conventional model deviated substantially from the data, whereas results from the
interfacial area model show much better agreement, albeit with adjustment of the
inflow rate. Values of Lim and Ldr in Equation (5.17) were fixed in all simulations, thus
obtaining a similar primary imbibition curve as measured and reasonable scanning
curves with the interfacial area model.
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Figure 5.9 Observed saturation breakthrough curves at 20 cm (diamonds) and fitted
curves obtained with the conventional model (dashed line) and the interfacial area
model (solid line)
Table 5.3 Values of parameters in the conventional and interfacial area model

Boundary
conditions

Initial
saturation

Conventional
model

Flowrate (m/s)

S0 (-)

τ (Pa·s)

4.3010-5

0

1104

-7%

1.3104

390

1300

1.6710-5

0

6104

-7%

1105

390

1300

7.5010-6

0

1.4105

0

2.5105

390

1300

4.3010-5

0.03

8103

-7%

1104

390

1300

4.3010-5

0.1

1103

0

1103

390

1300

5.5
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Interfacial area
model
Flowrate
Lim
τ (Pa·s)
adjusted by
(Pa)

Ldr
(Pa)
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In this work, we employed two different unsaturated flow models to simulate results of
a laboratory experiment on water infiltration into an almost dry soil. The two models
are both based on the Richards equation and a dynamic capillarity equation. In one
model, traditional hysteresis equations for capillary pressure and relative permeability
curves were used; we referred to this model as “conventional hysteretic model”. The
other model was based on using three-dimensional surfaces of pc-Sw-awa and krw-Sw-awa;
this model was referred to as “interfacial area model”.
Results of all simulations with the conventional model deviated substantially from
experimental data. Without the dynamic capillarity term, completely monotonic
saturation profiles were obtained, regardless of what type of hysteresis formulation
was included. This is consistent with previous studies by other researchers. When
including the dynamic term, the conventional model gave a sharp saturation overshoot
if no hysteresis was included. When accounting for hysteresis in capillary pressure
and/or relative permeability, then the overshoot showed a plateau structure. With a
wide saturation overshoot, the results obtained with the conventional model never
showed good agreement with data.
The interfacial area model could capture saturation overshoots observed in the
experiments with different conditions very well. By fitting the values of Lim and Ldr in
Equation (5.17), the projected capillary curve for primary imbibition, as obtained with
the interfacial area model, gave good agreement with measured values. To some extent,
this indicates that the coefficient L in the production term is determined by material
properties and the history of the flow processes involved, similar to the capillary
curves.
We emphasize that still some uncertainties exist in the interfacial area model. The
coefficients γ1, γ2 and γ3 in Equation (5.11) of the interfacial area model were somehow
pre-determined, owing to fitting of calculated data derived from the measurements.
Different values were given to the coefficient L in Equation (5.15) to create different
projected capillary curves (imbibition or drainage). Further investigations are also
needed to understand the best parametrization of the production term
The value of the dynamic capillarity τ was obtained by fitting experimental data using
both models. The fitted values of τ were found to vary between 103 and 2.5105 Pa·s.
In our work, the value of τ was assumed to be a constant. Further studies are needed to
determine the dependence of τ on saturation.

5.6

Appendix D: Reconstruction of interfacial area surface
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The specific interfacial area was never measured as part of the experiments used in our
simulations. Our assumption was that the projection of the interfacial area surface onto
the pc-Sw plane should give the full set of curves found in the hysteresis loops. Hence,
the inverse argument would be that hysteretic capillary pressure curves should provide
the pc-Sw-awa surface.
Procedures for estimating the pc-Sw-awa surface from pc-Sw curves have been proposed,
among others, by Leverett (1941), Bradford and Leij (1997) and Grant and Gerhard
(2007). The underlying assumption in these approaches is that, during quasi-static
drainage or imbibition processes, changes in interfacial area are brought about by
mechanical work done (e.g. by fluid pressures) on the system. The magnitude of this
mechanical work is related to the area under the pc-Sw curves. This can only be an
approximation and other effects may need to be included (e.g., Grant and Gerhard,
2007). But the approximation suffices for our purposes in that the approximate
reconstruction of pc-Sw-awa surface is done such that measured primary imbibition and
main drainage curves can be reproduced from that surface.
In an air-water system, the external work needed to effectuate a change ∆Sw=-∆Sa, can
be written as:
(D1)
Wex  p aV S a  p wV S w   p cV S w
where Wex is the external work, V is the bulk volume of the porous medium, and pa and
Sa are air pressure and air saturation, respectively.
Assuming that the solid interface is perfectly wetted by water, external work will be
spent on creating air-water interfaces. The energy associated with the change of airwater interfaces is:

E   wa Awa

(D2)

which should be equal to ∆Wex.
This leads to the following equation for the specific interfacial area awa=Awa/V:

a wa 


 wa



1 S ra

Sw

pc ( z )dz

(D3)

where σwa is air-water interfacial tension, and z is a dummy variable.
We have fitted measured capillary pressure curves with the van Genuchten formula,
Equation (5.4). Substitution of that equation in Equation (D3) allowed us to calculate
awa as a function of Sw and pc. We chose 50 saturation values with equal intervals, from
𝑤
0 to 0.95 (= 1 − 𝑆𝑟𝑎 ) for imbibition, and from 0.14 (= 𝑆𝑖𝑟
) to 0.95 (= 1 − 𝑆𝑟𝑎 ) for main
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drainage. Values of the specific interfacial area awa and capillary pressure pc based on
Equation (D3) and Equation (5.4), respectively, were calculated subsequently. Next we
fitted the resulting pc-Sw-awa array with the power function of Equation (5.11), to
obtain the corresponding pc-Sw-awa surface for this sand.
The corresponding values of relative permeability krw were calculated based on
Equation (5.5) for the same set of saturation values. The krw-Sw-awa array was fitted
with Equation (5.12) to obtain krw-Sw-awa surface.
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Abstract
It is known that during downward infiltration of water into dry sand, fingers are
formed. Moreover, the water saturation profile within each finger is non-monotonic,
with a saturation overshoot at the finger tip. The Richards equation cannot simulate the
occurrence of fingers and non-monotonic saturation behavior. In this work, we analyze
an extended form of the Richards equation where dynamic capillarity effects are
included. In this model, the pressure difference between two phases is related to the
standard capillary pressure plus a term depending on the time rate of change of
saturation. The coefficient of proportionality, denoted by τ, is called the dynamic
capillarity coefficient. This coefficient controls the extent of saturation overshoot in a
finger. Experimental and numerical studies have shown that the value of τ may depend
on saturation. Based on reviews of numerical and experimental studies as well as
mathematical analyses, we investigated four typical relationships between the
coefficient τ and water saturation. We performed traveling wave calculations and
compared numerical simulations with a recent water infiltration laboratory experiment.
Different functional types were found to have a crucial impact on the saturation
profiles.
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6.1

Introduction

Traditionally, in two-phase flow systems, the difference between the non-wetting
phase pressure and the wetting phase pressure, denoted as pn-pw, is assumed to be
equivalent to the capillary pressure pc. The relationship between capillary pressure (pc)
and water saturation (Sw) is fundamental for the characterization of unsaturated flow in
porous media. This relationship is usually measured under static conditions and is
commonly assumed to be independent of the fluid flow rate. However, it has been
reported that the relation between pn-pw and Sw during dynamic processes differs from
the equilibrium pc-Sw relationship (e.g., Topp and Peters, 1967; Smiles et al., 1971;
Vachaud et al., 1972; Elzeftawy and Mansell, 1975; Stauffer, 1978; Wildenschild et al.,
2001; O’Carroll et al., 2005; Oung et al., 2005; Bottero et al., 2011; Weller et al.,
2011). Stauffer (1978) proposed the use of a dynamic capillary pressure, in addition to
the standard static capillary pressure. Through experimental studies, he found that the
difference between the dynamic and static capillary pressures depends linearly on the
temporal rate of change of saturation.
Following Hassanizadeh and Gray (1990) and Kalaydjian (1992), we choose a
different conceptual approach. The approach assumes the presence of only one
capillary pressure, notably the one that is measured under quasi-static conditions.
What is measured under dynamic conditions is not capillary pressure but the difference
between the two fluid pressures. Based on a thermodynamic approach, Hassanizadeh
and Gray (1990) and Kalaydjian (1992) showed that the difference in fluid phase
pressures under dynamic conditions is not just equal to the standard capillary pressure,
but it includes a dynamic term, depending upon the temporal rate of saturation change.
A linearized approximation may be written as (Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993):

p n  p w  p c  

S w
t

(6.1)

where pn and pw are non-wetting and wetting phase pressures, respectively, and where
pc is the capillary pressure. The approximation is defined as the difference between the
non-wetting and wetting pressures under quasi-static condition. Furthermore, Sw in
Equation (6.1) is the wetting phase saturation, and τ is non-equilibrium (or dynamic)
capillarity coefficient. Recent studies have suggested that the dynamic coefficient τ
varies with saturation (e.g., Dahle et al., 2005; Manthey et al., 2005; Camps-Roach et
al., 2010; Joekar-Niasar et al., 2010; Goel and O’Carroll, 2011; Bottero et al., 2011).
Comprehensive reviews on experimental and numerical research related to the effect
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of dynamic capillarity are given in Hassanizadeh et al. (2002), Diamantopoulos and
Durner (2011) and Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2012).
A number of studies have quantified the value of the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ
at different saturation values. However, the functional relationship between saturation
and τ is still unclear. Different studies have produced different or even contradictory
trends. In laboratory experiments with sand columns, Oung et al. (2005) and Bottero et
al. (2011) found that the variation of τ with saturation was not significant. However,
most numerical and experimental investigations have shown that τ generally decreases
with increasing saturation. Rapid primary drainage experiments performed in PCEwater porous systems (Hassanizadeh et al., 2004; Bottero et al., 2006; Das and Mirzaei,
2012) and in air-water porous systems (Sakaki et al., 2010; Goel and O’Carroll, 2011)
have shown that τ varies as a negative logarithmic function of saturation in the range
0.4<Sw<1. Furthermore, O’Carroll (2005, 2010) determined the value of τ through
inverse modeling of multistep outflow PCE-water experiments, and proposed a
negative linear τ-Sw relationship. A similar decreasing τ-Sw relationship has been
reported in various numerical studies based both on pore-scale (Dahle et al., 2005;
Twan, 2007; Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh, 2011) and continuum-scale (Manthey et
al., 2005; Berentsen et al., 2006; Mirzaei and Das, 2007; Fučík et al., 2010)
Simulations. A totally opposite trend was found by Camps-Roach et al. (2010) and
Sakaki et al. (2010), who did primary drainage and main imbibition experiments,
respectively. They reported that τ increases with increasing saturation.
Addition of the dynamic capillarity Equation (6.1) to the standard equations for twophase flow (or unsaturated flow) leads to a totally different mathematical model. While
standard equations are known to be unconditionally stable and give monotonic
saturation profiles (Egorov et al., 2002), the dynamic capillarity model has shown to be
conditionally unstable and may result in non-monotonic saturation profiles (van Duijn
et al., 2004). There are only a few studies providing a mathematical analysis of the
dynamic capillarity effect. Moreover, most of these studies have considered a constant
value for τ (e.g., Cuesta and Hulshof, 2003; Cuesta et al., 2006; van Duijn et al., 2007,
2013a,b, 2015; Cuesta and Pop, 2009; Peszynska and Yi, 2008; Fan and Pop, 2013;
Cao and Pop, 2016).
In this work, we analyze the effect of including the dynamic capillarity equation in the
unsaturated flow model. We consider various forms of the relationships between τ and
Sw, and provide traveling wave solutions of the full set of equations. Parameter values
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for the model are based on a recent experimental study by Fritz (2012) of downward
infiltration of water into a relatively dry one-dimensional sand column.

6.2

Description of experiments by Fritz (2012)

Gravity-driven fingering in unsaturated porous media has been observed
experimentally and simulated numerically in many studies (e.g., Hill and Parlange,
1972; Glass et al., 1989, 1990; Baker and Hillel, 1990; Stonestrom and Akstin, 1994;
Nieber et al., 2000; Eliassi and Glass, 2003; DiCarlo, 2004, 2007; Wang et al., 2004;
Chapwanya and Stockie, 2010). Comprehensive reviews of theories, models and
experiments have been carried out by DiCarlo (2013) and Xiong (2014).
Recently, well-defined one-dimensional water infiltration experiments in unsaturated
sand have been performed by Fritz (2012). The experiments were designed to
characterize saturation overshoot in a finger. A thin column with dimensions of 50 cm
(height) by 1 cm (inner diameter) was employed. Clean coarse sand was packed into
the column uniformly, while water was applied at the top of the vertical column.
Saturation was measured at 20 cm from the inlet during all experiments. A series of
experiments was conducted under different, but constant, water inflow rates and
different, but constant, initial saturations. Results of the experiments with dry sand at
three different inflow rates and a fixed initial saturation (Sw=0) are shown by means of
the corresponding breakthrough curves in Figure 6.1a. As can be seen, saturation
overshoot existed for all three inflow rates. The height of overshoot varied little, while
the overshoot became wider with a decreasing inflow rate. Figure 6.1b presents
saturation breakthrough curves obtained for three different initial saturations and a
fixed inflow rate (4.310-5 m/s). As the value of initial saturation increased, the
overshoot height decreased and even vanished for the largest initial saturation.
The aforementioned experiments have been simulated by Zhuang et al. (2016),
employing different models of capillary hysteresis. In this work, we mainly focus on
the mathematical analysis of the dynamic capillarity effect. We are not considering
detailed simulation of experimental data. However, for the sake of choosing values for
various physical quantities, we use for our analysis data of the experiment at and
inflow rate of 4.310-5 m/s into dry sand. Measured quantities and characteristic
parameters are listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 Measured saturation breakthrough curves at 20 cm, (a) in and initially dry
soil with three different flow rates, and (b) at three different initial saturations at a
flow rate of 4.310-5 m/s (Fritz, 2012).
Table 6.1 Experimental and reference values of parameters

6.3

Parameters

Unit

Value

Porosity, φ

-

0.4

Water density, ρw

kg m-3

1103

Water viscosity, μw

Pa∙s

1×10-3

Primary imbibition retention exponent, n

-

2.58

Primary imbibition retention parameter, α

Pa-1

8.6×10-3

Residual air saturation, Sar

-

0.05

Intrinsic permeability, k

m2

6.43×10-10

Inflow water flux, qin

m s-1

4.3×10-5

Length of column, L

m

0.5

Governing equations

Consider a homogenously-packed sand with porosity φ and intrinsic permeability k.
The continuity equation for the water phase is:
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(6.2)

pa  p w  pc  S w 

(6.3)

with

Here pa, Sw, krw(Sw), pw and ρw denote air pressure, water saturation, relative
permeability, water pressure and water density, respectively, x is the vertical
coordinate with positive direction pointing downwards, t is time, g is the gravitational
constant and φ is porosity. In Equation (6.3), pc(Sw) is the capillary pressure, defined as
the difference between air pressure and water pressure under equilibrium conditions.
The van Genuchten-Mualem model (van Genuchten, 1980) was used for the
relationships describing capillary pressure and relative permeability in terms of water
saturation:

pc  S w  

1

 S 1/ m  1
 e

1/ n

m
k rw  S w   Se 0.5 1  1  S e1/ m  



Sw
Sw
Se 

1  Sra Sm

(6.4)
2

(6.5)

(6.6)

where Se, Sar and Sm=(1-Sar ) denote effective water saturation, residual air saturation,
and maximum water saturation, respectively; α and n are fitting parameters and m=11/n. We disregard any hysteresis in the capillary pressure and relative permeability.
Hence, a single curve based on the capillary pressure-saturation relationship for
primary imbibition was used.
When the dynamic capillarity effect is relevant, Equation (6.3) should be replaced by
Equation (6.1). In an air-water system this becomes then:

pa  p w  pc (S w )   (S w )

S w
t

(6.7)

where τ(Sw) is the dynamic capillarity coefficient, which is a function of water
saturation.

6.4

Initial and boundary conditions
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The initial condition being considered here is a small and constant value of saturation,
which we denote by SB. The lower boundary of the domain is assumed to remain at
this initial saturation. The upper boundary is an inflow boundary with a prescribed
inflow rate, denoted by qin. As a unit hydraulic head gradient is established at the inlet,
soon after the inflow starts, we obtain qin≈krw(ST)k/μw. This means that one can
calculate a saturation S=ST corresponding to qin. This saturation remains constant as
long as qin does not change.

6.5

Dimensionless equations

A first step in the analysis is to make the equations dimensionless. For this purpose,
characteristic reference values for length (xR), time (tR) and pressure (pR) are
introduced. With these values, we consider the dimensionless variables

pa  pw
pc (S w )
t
x
, u
and p c* ( S w ) 
tˆ  , xˆ 
xR
tR
pR
pR
where u denotes the dimensionless pressure difference.
The choice for xR is the column length L and for pR the factor 1/α from Equation (6.4).
For tR we choose the transport time

tR 

L

(6.8)

qin

The dimensionless forms of Equations (6.2) and (6.7) are then

S w   * w  u


k (S )  
 1   0

ˆ
t
xˆ 
 xˆ

w
 qin
w S
u  p (S ) 
 (S )
L
tˆ
c*

w

where



1

 w gL

and k ( S ) 
*

w

k rw ( S w ) k  w g
 w qin

Next, we eliminate the factor δ from Equation (6.9) by setting

x* 
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This gives the following dimensionless flow equations

S w
 
 u

 *  k * ( S w )  *  1   0
*
t
x 
 x


S w
u  p (S )   (S ) *
t
c*

*
w
where   S  

w

*

w

(6.11)

(6.12)

 2  w gqin
 Sw  .


Suppressing all superscripts, except in pc, yields the dimensionless form

S  
 u 
  k ( S )   1   0
t x 
 x  
u  pc (S )   (S )

S
t

(6.13)

(6.14)

Due to the dynamic term in Equation (6.14) (or in Equation (6.7)), the value of water
saturation is not constrained. Large τ values may lead to large saturation overshoot. To
prevent the non-physical behavior where Se>1 (i.e. Sw>Sm), we need to extend the
capillary pressure at Se=1 in a way that allows for negative pressure values.
Mathematically this can be achieved by considering a set-valued capillary pressure at
Se=1:
1/ n
1/ m

 1
  Se
p (S )  

 (, 0]
c

for
at

S  Sm
S  Sm

As we shall demonstrate later, this extension ensures that, no matter how large the
capillarity coefficient τ(S), the resulting saturation cannot exceed S=Sm. In the
numerical approach we replace the equation above by
1/ n

 Se 1/ m  1
for S  Sm  

c
p (S )   1
 ( Sm    S )  p c ( Sm   ) for S  Sm  


(6.15)

in which  and σ are parameters that are chosen sufficiently small: =110-6 and
σ=110-3. Furthermore
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k (S ) 

2
k  w g 0.5 
1/ m m 
S
1

1

S


e
e


 w qin

(6.16)

Table 6.2 Different expressions for dynamic capillarity coefficient τ (τ0 is a constant)

Dynamic capillarity coefficient

Expressions

τ1 (constant)

τ0

τ2(S) (decreasing)

τ0(Sm-S)

τ3(S) (increasing)

τ0S

τ4(S) (increasing and non-integrable)

τ0/(Sm-S)

Figure 6.2 Plots of different expressions for dynamic capillarity coefficient τ

To complete the formulation of the problem, we need to specify how the dynamic
capillarity coefficient τ depends on saturation. Based on experimental measurements
reported in the literature, we consider four different τ-S relations, and investigate their
impact on saturation behavior. The four relations are given in Table 6.2 and plotted in
Figure 6.2. The first one is the constant case when τ1= τ0. In the second relation, τ2(S)
is a linearly decreasing function of saturation, which corresponds to the saturation
dependence reported in many references cited above. The relations τ3(S) and τ4(S) are
both increasing functions of saturation, but τ4(S) is non-integrable at S=Sm. The last
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two choices follow trends found in measurements by Camps-Roach et al. (2010) and
Sakaki et al. (2010). Note that τ2(S) and τ3(S) are always smaller than τ0, while τ4(S)
gives larger values (see Figure 6.2).

6.6

Traveling wave equations

In this section, we consider a special class of solutions of Equations (6.13) and (6.14)
having the form of traveling waves. They describe the situation where saturation has
reached a well-developed profile that moves through the column with a constant wave
speed. Such situations generally arise after longer times, and are thus valid for
relatively long domains. The waves connect an upstream saturation (here equal to the
inflow saturation ST) to a downstream saturation state (here equal to the initial
saturation SB), where 0<SB<ST<Sm (van Duijn et al., 2007). In mathematical terms,
traveling waves are described by solutions having the form

S ( x, t )  S ( ) and u ( x, t )  u ( )

(6.17)

where η=x-ct. The unknowns are the saturation profile S(η), the pressure profile u(η)
and the wave (or propagation) speed c. They are obtained from corresponding
equations and boundary conditions. The boundary conditions for the traveling waves
are attained at η=±∞, and are given by

( S (), u ())  ( ST , p c ( ST )) and ( S (), u ())  ( S B , p c ( S B ))

(6.18)

Applying traveling wave form (6.17) to Equations (6.13) and (6.14), and using the
chain rule of differentiation, one obtains the ordinary differential equations

c

dS d

d d


 du  
 1   0
k  S  
 d  


u  p c ( S )   ( S )c

dS
d

(6.19)

(6.20)

Equation (6.19) can be integrated to give

 du 
cS  k  S  
 1  C
 d 

(6.21)

where C is a constant of integration. We evaluate this equation at η=±∞ and apply
boundary conditions (6.18). Since the pressure difference u attains constant (but
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different) values at η=±∞, we must have du/dη=0 when η=±∞. Using this in Equation
(6.21) gives

cS B  k ( S B )  C

 cST  k ( ST )  C

(  )
(  )

(6.22)

Solving these equations for c and C gives

k ( ST )  k ( S B )
( ST  S B )

(6.23)

k ( S B ) ST  k ( ST ) S B
( ST  S B )

(6.24)

c

C

Note that c is the well-known Rankine-Hugoniot speed. Substituting of Equations
(6.23) and (6.24) into Equation (6.21), yields

du
 G(S )
d

(6.25)

where the function G is given by

l (S )
1
k (S )

(6.26)

k ( S B )( ST  S )  k ( ST )( S  S B )
( ST  S B )

(6.27)

G(S ) 
with

l (S ) 

The two functions l(S) and k(S) are plotted in Figure 6.3.
Also, Equation (6.20) can be rearranged to obtain

dS
1
u  p c ( S ) 

d  ( S )c

(6.28)

To find traveling wave solutions of the original system of Equations (6.13)-(6.16), one
has to solve the coupled system given by Equations (6.25)-(6.28) subject to boundary
conditions (6.18). A solution (S(η), u(η)), with -∞<η<+∞, will be represented as a
trajectory in the S-u plane. This trajectory connects the equilibrium point ET=(ST,
pc(ST)), as η→-∞, to the equilibrium point EB=(SB, pc(SB)), as η→+∞.
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Figure 6.3 Plot of linear function l(S) and relative permeability k(S) as a function of
saturation, for the case when SB=0.1 and ST=0.33.

For the construction of a trajectory (solution), it is important to know the nature of the
equilibrium points. Linearizing the system at ET and EB, and computing the
corresponding eigenvalues show that ET is an unstable point and EB is a saddle point.
We will use this observation in the next section when computing the trajectory in the
S-u plane.

6.7

Numerical results

The value of the downstream saturation SB is specified as the initial saturation of the
experiments. Instead of SB=0, we took SB=0.01 in the numerical simulations. The value
of the water inflow rate qin was transformed into the value of ST as explained earlier.
For qin in Table 6.1, the corresponding value of the saturation is ST=0.33.
We solved the traveling wave Equations (6.25)-(6.28) using MATLAB R2016a. Since
the point EB is a saddle, it is practically impossible to find the trajectory that reaches
EB, as η→+∞. For this reason we reversed the direction of the trajectories by setting
ξ=-η, hence going from point EB to point ET. The direction of the trajectory leaving EB
is computed by taking the ratio of Equations (6.25) and (6.28) at SB:
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du
dS


S  SB

d (c ( S )G ( S ))
dS
S  SB

c ( S )G ( S )

p c ( S )  u S  SB dp c ( S )
du

dS S  S dS
B

(6.29)

S  SB

The negative value was chosen since the difference between two phase pressures
decreases as saturation increases from SB to ST. This gives a quadratic equation for

(du dS ) S . A straightforward calculation gives a positive and negative root. We
B

took (du dS ) S  0 because the difference between the phase pressures decreases as
B

the saturation increases.
Since EB is an equilibrium point, one cannot start the computation at EB. However,
knowing the direction of the trajectory at EB, we start the computations at a point very
close to EB in the proper direction, i.e. S=SB+∆S and u  p c  S B   (du dS ) S  S S ,
B

-3

with ∆S=10 .
The focus of this chapter is on the influence of the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ(S)
on saturation overshoot. In the next two sections, we show results of simulations based
on experimental data for both the partial differential Equations (6.13)-(6.16) and the
traveling wave Equations (6.25)-(6.28). We do this for the τ(S) relations listed in Table
6.2.

6.7.1 Numerical solutions of partial differential equations
In this section, we present numerical solutions of the dimensionless system (i.e.,
Equations. (6.13)-(6.16)), combined with the τ(S) relations in Table 6.2. The full set of
equations was solved using the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0. We
used ∆x=10-2 and ∆tmax=10-3 to achieve mesh-independent solutions. The
dimensionless distance and time were transformed to dimensional values to compare
saturation breakthrough curves at 20 cm with the experimental data.
Results for best-fit values of τ0 are shown in Figure 6.4. The experimental data are
shown as symbols, while simulation results are presented as solid lines. The best fit
was chosen to match the arrival time and shape of the overshoot as closely as possible.
The black curve is for τ0=0; i.e. no dynamic effect was included. As expected, the
resulting breakthrough curve is monotone, and there is no overshoot. The arrival time
could be made to match the experimental arrival time only if the measured values of
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porosity or inflow rate were adjusted. The red curve is for τ1=τ0=1. We see that neither
the arrival time nor the overshoot height matched the experimental results. A decrease
in τ0 gave a lower overshoot, which was narrower and had an arrival time. An increase
in τ0 made the arrival time to become closer to the measurements and the overshoot
wider (both are desirable), but the overshoot height became even larger. Hence τ0=1
provided the best compromise. Similarly, saturation curves for τ2(S) and τ4(S) showed
higher overshoots with earlier arrival times as compared to the experimental results.
For the integrable increasing function τ3(S), we had to choose a much larger value of
τ0=35 to obtain the correct arrival time right. But this led to a much wider overshoot.

Figure 6.4 Saturation breakthrough curves at 20 cm from the inlet. Data are shown
by symbols; results of simulations with different formulas for τ(S) are shown by solid
lines. Values of τ0 are normalized.

As explained earlier, we solve the travelling waves of Equations (6.25)-(6.28) by
starting with an arbitrary η, say η=0, close to EB in the proper direction. One is allowed
to do so since any solution of Equations (6.25)-(6.28), subject to boundary conditions
(6.18), can be shifted in η to obtain another solution: if (S(η), u(η)) is a solution, then
so is (S(η+a), u(η+a)) for any aR. Therefore, we compared the S-u curves at x=20
cm obtained by solving Equations (6.13)-(6.16) with the traveling waves of Equations
(6.25)-(6.28). Note that u is the normalized air-water pressure difference under
dynamic conditions. The four plots are for the four expressions for τ(S), while the same
values of τ0 were used as those for the plots in Figure 6.4. The results are shown in
Figure 6.5. In these figures, the dotted lines represent the pc-S curve measured for
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primary imbibition. Computed S-u curves at x=20 cm are shown in diamonds, while
the travelling waves are shown as solid lines. As can be seen, the S-u curves at x=20
cm show qualitatively similar behavior as the traveling waves. Obviously, longer
distance is needed for the S-u solutions to grow up to the traveling wave solutions,
which are in principle valid for a semi-infinite domain.

Figure 6.5 Plots of air-water pressure difference vs saturation for different τ
expressions under dynamic conditions, obtained from numerical solutions of
Equations (6.13)-(6.16) at x=20 cm (diamonds) and from numerical solutions of the
traveling waves, Equations (6.25)-(6.28) (solid lines)

6.7.2 Mathematical traveling wave analysis
As shown above, traveling wave solutions can give qualitative trends in the pressuresaturation relationship. In this section we first summarize some recent mathematical
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results of traveling analyses obtained by van Duijn et al. (2016). Then, we present
results of computations for a series of sensitivity analyses of the traveling wave
solution. As mentioned before, we shall discuss the behavior of solutions of Equations
(6.25)-(6.28) in terms of the behavior of corresponding trajectories in the S-u plane.
These trajectories connect the point ET=(ST, pc(ST)) as η→-∞ to the point EB=(SB,
pc(SB)) as η→+∞.
First, we consider the case where τ(S) is constant, i.e. let τ1= τ0. Clearly, the strength of
the overshoot is determined by the value of τ0. In fact, for small values of τ0, there is no
overshoot at all. Cuesta et al. (2000) and van Duijn et al. (2007) have shown that a
critical value τc exists such that if the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ0>τc, trajectories
go infinitely many times around the point ET as they approach that point, thus implying
a saturation overshoot and damped oscillations in the S-u profiles as η→-∞. When
0<τ0≤τc, trajectories can go around the point ET at most a finite number of times and
probably in that case the trajectory approaches the point ET in a direct and monotone
way. This critical value is given by

[ p c ( ST )]2
c  
4cG( ST )

(6.30)

where pc(S) and G(S) are given by Equations (6.15) and (6.26), respectively, and c is
the wave speed (Equation (6.23)). Here the prime sign denotes differentiation with
respect to S.
For all values of τ0>0, the trajectories approach the point EB, as η→+∞, in a direct and
monotone way. This means that the S-u profiles are monotone (i.e., S decreases and the
pressure difference u increases) as η→+∞.
A summary of results related to the effect of τ for different values of ST and SB is given
in Appendix E. The case where the capillarity coefficient depends on saturation is
discussed in Appendix F.

6.7.3 Numerical solutions of the traveling wave equations
The influence of different inflow rates
In this section we consider the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ(S)=τ0 (a constant). As
explained in Appendix E, the critical value ST0 could be calculated as 0.087. Based on
the value of ST0, two different values of ST, i.e. 0.08 (smaller than ST0) and 0.15 (larger
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than ST0), were assigned in the calculations to investigate the effects of different inflow
rates.
As explained earlier, the travelling waves of Equations (6.25)-(6.28) were solved. The
resulting S-u trajectories are shown in Figure 6.6. The measured primary imbibition
curve is shown as a dotted line, while the solid and dashed lines with different colors
represent S-u curves under different dynamic conditions: i.e. for different values of τ0.
As shown in both Figures 6.6a and 6.6b, saturation overshoot always became higher as
the value of τ0 increased. When ST=0.08 (ST <ST0), the S-u curve only exhibited a very
small saturation overshoot, even with a relatively large value of τ0=500 (corresponding
to a dimensional value at 5106 Pa∙s; see Figure 6.6a). When ST=0.15 (ST>ST0), the S-u
curve showed a distinct saturation overshoot followed by smaller saturation
oscillations for τ0=100 (see Figure 6.6b). For ST=0.15, the maximum value of the
saturation Sβ (see Appendix E) was larger than Sm, so the S-u curve could reach the
extension of pc(S) (Equation (6.15)) for large values of τ0.

Figure 6.6 Saturation-pressure difference curves for different dynamic conditions
(values of τ0) and different values of ST: a) SB<ST<ST0 and b) SB<ST0<ST. Here ST0 is
defined in Appendix E.

Comparing corresponding S-u curves (τ0=100) for different values of ST, increasing the
value of ST (or the value of inflow rate) caused a dramatic increase in saturation
overshoot. A similar trend was found in the experiments of DiCarlo (2004). The value
of ST0=0.0875 (corresponding a dimensional value of inflow rate, 310-7 m/s) is a
critical value; distinct saturation overshoot will occur only if the inflow rate is larger
than that value. The smallest inflow rate in the experiments of Fritz (2012) (see Figure
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6.1a) was 7.510-6 m/s, which is around twenty times larger than the critical value.
Such a large inflow rate results in a very large saturation overshoot, which was
observed in the experiments of Fritz (2012).

Figure 6.7 Saturation vs moving coordinate η for different dynamic conditions
(values of τ0), but with fixed ST=0.15. Here we shifted η such that S(0)=1/2(ST+ SB).

Figure 6.7 shows corresponding saturation values as a function of the moving
coordinate η for ST=0.15 (also shown in Figure 6.6b). One observes a distinct
saturation overshoot followed by smaller oscillations when going from SB to ST. When
saturation reached the maximum value Sm, the overshoot exhibits a plateau.

The influence of different expressions for τ(S)
Here we consider an inflow rate of 4.310-5m/s, which corresponds to a ST value of
0.33. As explained in Appendix F (see Equation (F11), the critical value τc now
depends on the actual form of τ(S). Corresponding to the expressions in Table 6.2, we
have the values of τc listed in Table 6.3, for fixed ST=0.33. Different formulas shown in
Table 6.2 were assigned to the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ, and the results are
shown in Figure 6.8. The inset shows an enlargement of the curves near ST.
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Table 6.3 Values of τc for different expressions of the dynamic capillarity coefficient

Dynamic capillarity coefficient

τc for ST=0.33

τ1 (constant)

0.14

τ2(S) (decreasing)

0.23

τ3(S) (increasing)

0.42

τ4(S) (increasing and non-integrable)

0.09

Figure 6.8 Saturation-pressure difference curves for different forms of τ(S): a)
constant τ1, b) decreasing τ2(S), c) increasing τ3(S), and d) non-integrable increasing
τ4(S)

The computations were carried out for different values of τ0, in each formula. Values
τ0=0.08 (which is less than τc) and 0.2, 0.5 and 1 (which are larger than τc) were chosen
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for τ1, τ2(S) and τ4(S). But for τ3(S), we took τ0 values of 1, 10 and 50 to show distinctly
different saturation overshoot behaviors. Results obtained for a constant τ0 are shown
in Figure 6.8a. Note that the solution is monotonic when τ0<τc. But, for τ0>τc, a
saturation overshoot exists (being larger for larger τ0 values) along with small
saturation oscillations. For the largest value τ0=1, the maximum saturation of Sm is
reached and the solution follows the extension of the capillary pressure (Equation
(6.15)). Corresponding to the decreasing τ2(S) and increasing integrable τ3(S),
saturation reached Sm for larger τ0 values (see Figures 6.8b and 6.8c). However, the
saturation obtained with the non-integrable increasing τ4(S) had the smooth saturation
plateau when saturation was close to Sm, with saturation always remaining just below
Sm.
As shown in Figure 6.2, τ2(S)<τ1< τ4(S) for 0<S<Sm. However, the saturation overshoot
corresponding to the largest τ4(S) was lower than the one corresponding to the smallest
function τ2(S) (see τ0=0.5 in Figures 6.8a, 6.8b and 6.8d). This trend is opposite as for
the solutions for a constant τ1, where larger saturation overshoot occurs for larger τ0
values. This is explained in Appendix F.

6.8

Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we gave an overview of the literature describing the relationship
between the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ and the saturation. Based on that
overview, we considered four different expressions to specify the dependence of τ on
saturation: constant τ1, decreasing τ2(S), increasing τ3(S) and non-integrable increasing
τ4(S). We analyzed their effect on solutions of the unsaturated flow model for
downward infiltration of water.
We provided a traveling wave analysis of the full equations using parameter values of
a recent water infiltration experiment (Fritz, 2012). Saturation was found to be very
sensitive to the value of the inflow rate. A relatively large saturation overshoot was
found when the inflow rate was larger than 310-7 m/s. This is in agreement with the
large overshoots observed in the experiments of Fritz (2012).
Based on traveling wave computations and simulation results for the full set of
equations, the solution obtained with the non-integrable increasing τ4(S) gave a
saturation overshoot similar to the one found experimentally, but with a significant
earlier arrival time. The traveling wave solution described the infiltration experiment
only for longer distances when the saturation-pressure profiles were fully developed.
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Nevertheless, they provided the same trend as obtained with simulations of the full
equations.
In this chapter we disregarded hysteresis in the capillary pressure and the relative
permeability: only the primary imbibition curves for capillary pressure and relative
permeability were used. In a full analysis of the experiments, one has to include
hysteretic effects as well. Here the emphasis was on understanding the influence and
effect of the dynamic capillarity coefficient.

6.9

Appendix E

The effect of the dynamic term becomes larger, and consequently the overshoot
becomes higher, for larger values of τ0. Depending upon the values of SB and ST, it may
happen that saturation reaches the maximum value Sm. That is why we extended the
capillary pressure for S> Sm in Equation (6.15).
Let us define the following function

  ST , SB    G(S ; ST , SB )dS
Sm

SB

(E1)

Figure 6.9 Left: the function G(S) for a given SB<ST<Sm; Right: the integral β(ST,SB)
for a given SB and with ST ranging from SB to Sm, for the case when SB=0.1 and
ST=0.33.

The properties of G imply that β(ST,SB)<0 for ST close to SB and β(ST,SB)>0 for ST
close to Sm. Furthermore, β(ST,SB) increases when ST increases. Hence, a unique
saturation ST0 exists when β(ST,SB)=0 (see Figure 6.9b). If ST and SB are such that
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β(ST,SB)<0, i.e. ST<ST0, then for all τ0>0, no matter how large, the saturation overshoot
remains bounded away from the maximum value Sm. More precisely, if ST<ST0, then
S(η)<Sβ<Sm, when Sβ is determined such that (see Figure 6.9a)



S

SB

G(S ; ST , SB )dS  0

(E2)

Figure 6.10 Sketch of saturation profiles: a) β(ST,SB)<0 and S(η)<Sβ<Sm, no matter
how large τ0>0; b) β(ST,SB)>0 in which case a saturation overshoot exists with a
plateau at S=Sm when τ0 is sufficiently large (i.e. τ0>τmax)

On the other hand, if ST and SB are such that β(ST,SB)>0, i.e. ST>ST0 (see Figure 6.9b),
then a τmax>τc exists such that
If τ0<τmax, then the corresponding saturation satisfies S(η)<Sm. This
implies that the overshoot does not reach the maximal value Sm.
ii)
If τ0>τmax, then the corresponding saturation has an overshoot with a
plateau at the maximal value Sm.
Thus we have saturation profiles as sketched in Figure 6.10.
i)

6.10 Appendix F
Here we discuss the case where τ(S) is not constant, but varies with saturation. For
convenience we write

 (S )   0 f (S )

(F1)

First, consider the case where f is integrable, i.e.
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Sm

0

 ( S )dS 

(F2)

Example: Let f(S)=(Sm-S)ω for 0<S<Sm with-∞<ω<+∞. Then



Sm

0

1

 11   Sm   if   1
f ( S )dS  
if   1




The function f is integrable if ω>-1 (although f(S) has singular behavior as S→Sm if 1<ω<0) and f is non-integrable if ω≤-1.
When Equation (F2) holds, it is possible to transform the system of Equations (6.25)(6.28) to a new system that is similar to the case of constant τ. To see this we introduce

S

y  F ( S )   f ( z )dz
0

(F3)

as a new variable and rewrite Equations (6.25)-(6.28) in terms of y and u.
Since f(S)>0 for 0<S<Sm, the function F is strictly increasing in S. One can therefore
also express S as a function of y,

S   ( y)

(F4)

pc (S )  pc ( ( y))  pˆ c ( y) and G( S )  G( ( y))  Gˆ ( y)

(F5)

where φ is the inverse of F.
Now setting

and using

 (S )

dS
dS
dy
  0 f (S )
0
d
d
d

(F6)

one obtains the system of equations in terms of y and u
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1

(u  pˆ c ( y ))
d  0 c
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This transformed system is qualitatively of the same nature as the original system
Equations (6.25)-(6.28) with τ(S)= τ0. Therefore we can make the same analysis as
before for τ1= τ0. We redefine Equations (E1) and (E2) according to

 ( ST , S B )  

F ( Sm )

F ( SB )



1 Sr
Gˆ ( y; yT , yB )dy   G ( S ; ST , S B ) f ( S )dS

F ( S )

F ( SB )

a

(F9)

SB

S
Gˆ ( y)dy   G(S ) f (S )dS  0
SB

(F10)

With yT=F(ST), the expression for the critical value τc becomes (see also Equation
(6.30))

[ pˆ c ( yT )]2
[ p c ( ST )]2
c 

4cGˆ ( yT ) 4cf ( ST )G( ST )

(F11)

Finally, we consider the case where τ(S) has such strong singularity at S=Sm so that



Sm

0

 ( S )dS 

(F12)

One can then show that for every τ0>0 in Equation (F1), the saturation overshoot
always remains below the maximal value Sm. In essence this follows from
transformation Equations (F3) and (F4), where now 0<y<F(Sm)=∞. This shows that
the transformed system (Equations (E7) and (E8)) always has a solution with y<∞,
implying S<Sm.
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Abstract
Macroscopic capillary pressure, defined as the difference in average pressures of two
immiscible fluids, is commonly assumed only to be a function of saturation. However,
under transient conditions, a dependency of the pressures difference on the time rate of
saturation change has been observed by many researchers. This is commonly referred
to as dynamic capillarity effect. In a linear approximation, the dynamic term is linearly
dependent on the time rate of change of saturation, with a coefficient denoted by τ. In
this study, a series of laboratory experiments was carried out to quantify the dynamic
capillarity effect in an unsaturated sandy soil. Both static and dynamic primary, main
and scanning drainage experiments were performed in a small-volume cell with highly
sensitive pressure transducers. The value of the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ was
calculated from the air-water pressure difference and average saturation measurements
during static and dynamic drainage experiments. We found a dependence of τ on
saturation, which showed a similar trend for drainage conditions. With the decrease in
saturation, its value varied minimally at moderate saturation values, but then increased
nearly linearly with saturation afterwards. Nevertheless, the magnitude of τ for primary
drainage was found to be larger than for main drainage over the entire saturation range,
while τ values were much smaller for scanning drainage loops. This implies that the
relationship between τ and saturation is hysteretic. The values of τ obtained in our
study, ranging from 5104 to 3106 Pa∙s, were consistent with those reported in the
literature for sand.
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7.1

Introduction

Capillary pressure is of importance in the quantification of multiphase flow in porous
media. Capillary pressure is defined as the difference between the pressures of two
fluids, and is always expressed as a function of saturation. The resulting relationship is
commonly measured during quasi-static conditions. However, due to the dynamics of
multiphase flow, particularly for fine porous media, measurements of the capillary
pressure curves are time-consuming, often taking weeks or even months. Experimental
methods therefore have been developed for rapid measurements of the relationship
between capillary pressure and saturation (e.g., Topp and Peters, 1967; Smiles et al.,
1971; Vachaud et al., 1972; Elzeftawy and Mansell, 1975; Stauffer, 1978;
Wildenschild et al., 2001). However, many observed a rate-dependency in this
relationship when obtained using fast measurements. A number of concepts and
formulations have been proposed to describe this phenomenon (Stauffer, 1978;
Barenblatt and Gil’man, 1987; Kalaydjian, 1992; Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1993).
In this study we follow the thermodynamic approach proposed by Hassanizadeh and
Gray (1990, 1993). In this approach, capillary pressure is shown to be equal to the
difference in fluid pressures only during quasi-static conditions. However, they are not
the same under dynamic conditions. The difference is found to depend on the time rate
of change of saturation. The following linear approximation was proposed by
Hassanizadeh and Gray (1993):

p n  p w  p c  

S w
t

(7.1)

where pn and pw are non-wetting and wetting phase pressures, respectively, pc is the
capillary pressure, Sw is the wetting phase saturation, and τ is a dynamic (or nonequilibrium) capillarity coefficient. The dynamic capillarity coefficient τ is a damping
coefficient depending in principle on material properties. Clearly, the difference
between the two fluid pressures is equivalent to the capillary pressure under quasistatic conditions (i.e. ∂Sw/∂t=0).
The values reported for τ in the literature vary over a wide range. Hassanizadeh et al.
(2002) calculated approximate values of τ, ranging from 3104 to 5107 Pa∙s, based on
published experimental studies of dynamic capillarity effects. The values of τ in
numerical (e.g., see Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh (2012) for a review) and
experimental studies (e.g., O’Carroll et al., 2005; Camps-Roach et al., 2010; Sakaki et
al., 2010; Goel and O’Carroll, 2011; Bottero et al., 2011; Das and Mirzaei, 2012) have
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been mostly within this range. Part of the variation in reported values can be explained
by the fact that τ depends on saturation. However, various experimental studies have
reported different or even contradictory dependences of τ on saturation. Some studies
have reported that τ varies only slightly with saturation (e.g., Oung et al., 2005;
Camps-Roach et al., 2010; Bottero et al., 2011), while others found that the value of τ
increases or decreases as the saturation decreases (e.g., Sakaki et al., 2010; Das and
Mirzaei, 2012).
The scale-dependence of τ has also been reported in the literature. In addition to the
numerical study by Manthey et al. (2008), experimental works have been performed in
experimental setups at different scales (O’Carroll et al., 2005, 2010; Oung et al., 2005;
Camps-Roach et al., 2010; Sakaki et al., 2010; Goel and O’Carroll, 2011; Bottero et al.,
2011; Das and Mirzaei, 2012). Among these, relatively few experimental studies have
been carried out in small-volume sand columns (Hassanizadeh et al., 2004; Hou et al.,
2012; Abidoye and Das, 2014). Hassanizadeh et al. (2004) estimated the magnitude of
τ based on a series of PCE-water drainage experiments, ranging from 5105 to 6105
Pa∙s. Abidoye and Das (2014) calculated τ values from silicone oil-water drainage
experiments in sand columns having three different heights (4 cm, 8 cm and 12 cm).
They found that the value of τ increased as saturation decreased, ranging from 2105 to
1107 Pa∙s for silicone oils with different viscosities. Using an experimental
unsaturated system, Hou et al. (2012) found τ values of 103 Pa∙s or even less during
dynamic drainage in a small sand column. Almost all studies have involved primary
drainage processes. Note that no experimental studies have investigated or provided
any information about the dynamic capillarity coefficient for scanning drainage or
imbibition processes, which are dominant in many practical applications.
In order to address some of the contradictions and shortcomings mentioned above, we
performed a series of dynamic drainage experiments in a small-volume unsaturated
sand sample. The relationships between capillary pressure and saturation were first
measured under equilibrium conditions. Afterwards, primary, main and scanning
drainage experiments were carried out to investigate capillarity effects during transient
drainage. Because the response time of the measurement devices could influence the
estimation of dynamic capillarity, we used pressure transducers with a very fast
response to collect water pressure readings during experiments. Results of experiments
are used to estimate the values of the dynamic capillarity coefficient, for scanning as
well as primary and main drainage processes, as a function of saturation.

7.2
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7.2.1 Materials
The sand used in all experiments was obtained from a sand mining site (Sibelco,
Antwerp, Belgium). The sand had a relatively narrow pore size distribution with
particle diameters ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 mm. Prior to use, the soil was rinsed with
deionized water and then air dried, to remove fine clay particles. The sand properties
are listed in Table 7.1. All experiments were conducted under unsaturated conditions,
with air as the non-wetting phase. Deionized, distilled, and degassed water was used as
the wetting phase.
Table 7.1 Properties of the sand used in experiments

Properties

Value

Mean particle diameter, d50 (mm)

0.20

Particle density, ρs (g cm-3)

2.56

Intrinsic permeability, (m2)

1.710-11

Average porosity, φ, (-)

0.39

7.2.2 Experimental Setup
All experiments were conducted using a custom-built Plexiglas sandbox. A schematic
view of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.1. The dimensions of the sandbox
were 3 cm (height) by 3 cm (length) by 2 cm (width). A valve at the top of sandbox
(Valve 1) was connected to a balloon, filled with moist air, to keep constant
atmospheric pressure. At the bottom of sandbox we used a hydrophilic nylon
membrane (VWR International B.V., the Netherlands; mean pore size, 5 μm),
supported by a stainless-steel porous plate, to serve as a capillary barrier to air. The
water reservoir at the bottom of setup was connected with a short tube to a small water
column, which was used to control the pressure head at the outlet. The small hanging
column had an overflow to allow drained water to leave and thus keep ro the water
head in the column constant. For the main and scanning drainage processes, the
saturated sand sample was first drained to reach irreducible saturation, after which
extra water was added to keep water level at the outflow level during main imbibition.
Silicone tapes were used at all joints to avoid any leakage. The entire sandbox was
fixed with the aid of a frame on a 3-digit precision balance (Kern & Sohn GmbH,
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Germany). Readings of the balance were used to calculate changes in average
saturation.

Figure 7.1 Schematic view of the experimental setup

Two pressure transducers (HMUM100, First Sensor, Germany) were installed at
depths of 1 and 2 cm of the sandbox. An enlargement of the part between the
transducer and the sand sample is shown in the inset of Figure 7.1. The dead volume of
the transducer was saturated with water before installation. The transducer was
connected with a1-cm water-saturated tube to the side wall of the sandbox, with an
opening of 5 mm in diameter. A hydrophilic membrane (PVDF, Mdimembrane, India)
with a mean pore size of 0.45 μm was adhered to the opening of the internal wall of
the sandbox. The membrane was saturated with degassed water in all experiments. The
two pressure transducers were connected to a CR1000 data logger (Campbell
Scientific, Shepshed, UK). The pressure transducers were calibrated with hydrostatic
water pressures prior to use in the experiments. The response time of the transducers
was determined to be 0.4 seconds, based on a test explained in Appendix G.

7.2.3 Quasi-static and dynamic drainage experiments
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The experimental setup was first mounted with the bottom reservoir full of water and
without the top lid. Deionized and degassed water was used to minimize air
entrapment. The sand was packed continuously by pouring dry sand into the water
through a funnel, and it was regularly tapped. A small comb was used to mix the sand
as it was being poured into water to avoid layering. This resulted in a fairly uniform
packing. The top cover was then installed. The sand sample was fully saturated
initially and was repacked so as to have almost the same weight for all experiments.
In quasi-static experiments, the hanging water column was kept at the same level as
the bottom of the sand sample at first. Valve 2 and Valve 3 (see Figure 7.1) were
always open. The elevation of the hanging column was decreased, or increased, in
small increments (1.5-2 cm H2O) for drainage, and imbibition, respectively. The
readings from pressure transducers were monitored to ensure that the equilibrium was
established before each change of elevation. The duration was almost two weeks for
each pc-Sw loop (from primary drainage to main imbibition to main drainage, or to
scanning drainage).
In the dynamic drainage experiments, the saturated sand sample was first drained (for
primary drainage) or drained and imbibed (for scanning and main drainage) under
quasi-static conditions. After reaching the certain water saturation and pressures (as
the initial conditions for dynamic experiments later on), Valve 3 was closed and the
hanging water column was lowered to -70 cm H2O below the bottom of the sandbox.
Dynamic drainage experiments started by opening Valve 3. This resulted in a rapid
drainage of the sand sample. Local water pressures and average water saturation were
collected every 0.5 s for 4000 s at most. Given that the starting conditions for each
loop of dynamic drainage (primary, scanning or main) experiments were almost the
same (less than 3% difference), we assumed that the same water saturation in the sand
sample was established for each set of drainage experiments.
In principle, dynamic imbibition experiments could be done also using the above
experimental setup. However, we monitored the average saturation and the water
pressures at two elevations, 1 cm and 2 cm, from the bottom of the sandbox during the
experiments. The initial saturation of the main imbibition curve was approximately
irreducible saturation, resulting in a very low permeability of the sand sample. We
found that the average saturation started to change, while water pressure changes were
monitored after several seconds during the dynamic imbibition process. Clearly, water
started to accumulate at the bottom of the sand sample, and then moved slowly
upwards to pass through the pressure transducers. This caused some mismatches
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between the saturation and the pressure readings during the dynamic imbibition
processes. For this reason we focused in this study only on the dynamic drainage
experiments, while recognizing that further improvements of the experimental setup
are needed for dynamic imbibition studies.
All experiments were conducted at a constant-temperature room at 21±0.5ºC. At least
two replicates were conducted for each set of experiments. Because of the close
overlap of the replicates, only one measurement set is shown here.

7.3

Results

7.3.1 Quasi-static experiments
The pc-Sw data obtained under quasi-static conditions are shown in Figure 7.2.
Different symbols represent measured data during the primary, main and scanning
drainage and main imbibition processes. The measured data were fitted by the van
Genuchten equations (1980) written as

pc (S w ) 

1

1/ n

 Se1/ m  1


(7.2)

where effective saturation Se is expressed as

Se 

S w  Sirw
1  Sirw  Sra

(7.3)

𝑤
in which 𝑆𝑖𝑟
, 𝑆𝑟𝑎 and Se are irreducible water saturation, residual air saturation, and
effective water saturation, respectively, α and n are fitting parameters, and m=1-1/n.
The fitted curves are shown as dashed lines in Figure 7.2. The irreducible water
𝑤
saturation 𝑆𝑖𝑟
was fixed at the same value for all pc-Sw curves. The residual air
saturation𝑆𝑟𝑎 , α and n were fitted iteratively. The resulting parameters are listed in
Table 7.2. These fitted curves were used to calculate the values of the dynamic
capillarity coefficient τ later on.
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Figure 7.2 Capillary pressure-saturation curves under quasi-static conditions
Table 7.2 Values of the fitted van Genuchten parameters

Experiment

α (cm-1)

n

𝑺𝒘
𝒊𝒓

𝑺𝒂𝒓

Primary drainage

0.0284

12

0.21

0

Main imbibition

0.048

10

0.21

0.14

Main drainage

0.0284

12

0.21

0.14

Scanning drainage

0.026

10

0.21

0.39

7.3.2 Dynamic drainage experiments
Measured water pressures at two elevations as a function of time during primary, main
and scanning drainage are shown in Figures 7.3a, 7.3c and 7.3e, respectively. We note
that only water pressures at the early stage are shown here, when large changes
occurred in water pressure and saturation. As can be seen, water pressures for all
drainage processes reacted immediately as soon as Valve 3 (Figure 7.1) was opened.
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The water pressure changed much more rapidly during dynamic main drainage than
primary drainage, due to having similar saturation but being subject to a larger water
pressure gradient initially. However, the water pressure decreased gradually during
dynamic scanning drainage, even with a larger initial water pressure gradient than
primary drainage. This is probably caused by the lower permeability at the lower
initial saturation during scanning drainage.

Figure 7.3 The changes of water pressure and saturation with time during dynamic
drainage experiments: primary (a, b), main (c, d) and scanning (e, f)

One interesting phenomenon we observed was that the water pressure measured by the
lower pressure transducers, which were close to the outlet, showed a non-monotonic
behavior during dynamic main drainage (Figure 7.3c), while water pressures decreased
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monotonically during other dynamic processes. This non-monotonic behavior in water
pressure was observed earlier by Bottero et al. (2011) who performed a series of
dynamic primary drainage experiments with different injection pressures in a PCEwater system. Their experimental results showed that at high injection pressures (when
dynamic capillarity became important), the measured capillary pressure became nonmonotonic at the location close to the injection boundary, after which nonmonotonicity appeared at all measurement locations for even higher imposed pressures.
Furthermore, this non-monotonic behavior in capillary pressure could be modelled
only by accounting for dynamic capillarity effects (Berentsen et al., 2006; Bottero,
2009).

Figure 7.4 Measured pressure difference-saturation curves for dynamic primary,
main and scanning drainage experiments

Since we measured average saturations during the experiments, we calculated
corresponding arithmetic mean pressure values based on readings of the two pressure
transducers. Average pressure differences are plotted as a function of saturation in
Figure 7.4. The van Genuchten fitted quasi-static curves are shown as dashed lines.
The pressure differences for dynamic primary and main drainage were larger than the
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capillary pressure under quasi-static conditions at any saturation. However, for
dynamic scanning drainage, the pressure difference-saturation curve coincided with
the quasi-static curve when 0.5<Sw<0.6, and then increased almost linearly. The
pressure difference-saturation curve for dynamic main drainage is the highest one
among these. It is evident that the deviation in pressure difference between dynamic
and quasi-static processes depends on both the imposed boundary and initial
conditions (Camps-Roach et al., 2010; Sakaki et al., 2010; Bottero et al., 2011).
Figures 7.3b, 7.3d and 7.3f show the change in saturation with time during dynamic
primary, main and scanning drainage processes, respectively. Saturation in all cases
decreased rapidly at the early stages and then more gradually later on. For these graphs,
the rate of change in saturation with time, ∂Sw/∂t, was calculated and plotted as a
function of saturation, shown in Figure 7.5. As expected, the absolute values of ∂Sw/∂t
in all dynamic drainage experiments increased dramatically to reach a maximum value,
and then gradually approached zero. The largest maximum value was found to be 0.05
s-1 during main drainage, while it was smallest, around 0.02 s-1, during primary
drainage.

Figure 7.5 ∂Sw/∂t as a function of saturation for primary, main and scanning
drainage
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pc (S w )  p w
S w t

(7.4)

At any given time, the average saturation Sw and water pressure pw were measured as
explained earlier. The corresponding quasi-static capillary pressure was calculated
using the fitted van Genuchten equation given by Equation (7.2), while the
corresponding time derivative of saturation, ∂Sw/∂t, was estimated using a backward
difference approximation. The resulting values of τ are plotted as a function of
saturation in Figure 7.6. Only positive values are shown, while values calculated based
on small values of ∂Sw/∂t were discarded.

Figure 7.6 Calculated τ values for primary, main and scanning drainage

7.4

Discussion

7.4.1 Saturation dependence of τ
The values of τ for primary, main and scanning drainage were shown in Figure 7.6
using different colored symbols. As can be seen, as saturation decreased for primary
drainage, the value of τ first decreased to reach a minimum value 5104 Pa∙s, then
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stayed at this value when 0.77<Sw<0.85, and increased nearly linearly afterwards. A
similar trend is apparent for main drainage, but the values of τ stayed almost constantly
around 5104 Pa∙s within 0.70<Sw<0.85. By comparison, calculated τ values were
almost zero or even slightly negative when 0.50<Sw<0.60 for scanning drainage, after
which τ increased linearly as saturation decreased, similar to the trends for primary and
main drainage. The calculated τ values range from 5104 to 3106 Pa∙s for both
primary and main drainage within 0.50<Sw<0.85, while τ values also increased to
around 3106 Pa∙s within 0.30<Sw<0.50 for scanning drainage. One interesting
behavior shown in Figure 7.6 is that the τ-Sw relationship is similar for primary, main
and scanning drainage. However, differences in τ values do exist for different drainage
processes, thus implying that the τ-Sw relationship is hysteretic. We note that the time
derivative of saturation was only calculated based on the mass loss of the entire sand
sample. Even though this averaging of ∂Sw/∂t may lead to some overestimation of τ, it
does not change the order of magnitude of τ. We discuss this effect in more detail in
the next section.
In our work, as saturation decreased for primary and main drainage, the value of τ was
found to decrease at first, and then mostly stayed constant, followed by an almost
linear increase. A similar trend for primary or main drainage has been reported in the
literature (Camps-Roach et al., 2010; Sakaki et al., 2010; Goel and O’Carroll, 2011;
Abidoye and Das, 2014). Bottero et al. (2011) reported that the value of τ varies little
within 0.50<Sw<0.85, while the value of τ in our work also changed little within
0.60<Sw<0.85 for main drainage. However, O’Carroll et al. (2005) performed inverse
modeling using a negative linear τ-Sw relationship over the entire saturation range,
inconsistent with the τ-Sw dependence we found in our study The flexibility and
uncertainty of the numerical method used in the inverse analysis may have to be a
concern.
Hysteresis in the τ-Sw relationship has only been reported by Mirzaei and Das (2013)
and Sakaki et al. (2010) for primary drainage and main imbibition. We emphasize that
more experiments need to be done to investigate this hysteretic behavior.

7.4.2 Inaccuracies in the estimation of τ
Scale-dependence of the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ has been reported in
experimental studies by Bottero et al. (2011) and Abidoye and Das (2014), and in
numerical studies by Manthey et al. (2005) and Dahle et al. (2005). We note that some
measurement artifacts may exist in the estimation of τ. In our study, saturation was
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calculated based on the total mass change of the entire sample. To some extent, the
averaged ∂Sw/∂t may be smaller than local ∂Sw/∂t values, leading to over-estimation of
τ values. In fact, Bottero et al. (2011) showed that the local ∂Sw/∂t may be an order of
magnitude larger than the average ∂Sw/∂t over the length of 11 cm of their setup.
However, we note that their experiments were done in a PCE-water system, with
heavier PCE displacing water vertically up. This may have led to a very sharp PCEwater front, which in turn may have caused a large difference between local and
average values of ∂Sw/∂t. In air-water systems, air is much less viscous and lighter than
water, while in our setup the displacement was downward. Thus, there was no sharp
front, leading to small differences between average and local ∂Sw/∂t values. CampsRoach et al. (2010) have reported that there is almost no difference between the local
and average values of ∂Sw/∂t for a domain of 9 cm long. Moreover, based on numerical
simulations in air-water system, Hou et al. (2014) found that the local values can be
approximated by the average values, even for a 15 cm long sand column.
Determinations of the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ are very much based on
dynamic processes. This means that rapid measuring times are needed to capture the
dynamics. However, the response time of the devices limits the measuring time. Due
to much shorter times in which the rate of saturation changed in our experiments than
in other studies, notably Camps-Roach et al. (2010) and Bottero et al. (2011), the
measuring time was set to be 0.5 s. The maximum time derivative of saturation
reported by Hou et al. (2012) was around 0.03 s-1, which is close to the value in our
experiments, 0.05 s-1. However, the values of τ reported in their work are at least one
order of magnitude smaller than in our study. The measuring time of pressure
transducers was set to be 0.1 s in their experiments, which was much smaller than the
response time (the latter being more than 2 s). Even if they corrected the readings of
the pressure transducers based on the response time, it seems that still an important
mismatch may exist.

7.5

Summary and conclusions

A series of drainage experiments were carried out to quantify the dynamic capillarity
effect in an unsaturated soil. Primary, main and scanning drainage experiments were
performed under both quasi-static and dynamic conditions. The value of the dynamic
capillarity coefficient τ was calculated based on average pressure difference and
saturation measurements during static and dynamic drainage experiments.
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A similar dependence between τ and saturation was found for primary, main and
scanning drainage. With the decrease in saturation, the value of τ varied slightly at
moderate saturation levels, but then increased nearly linearly afterwards. Nevertheless,
the magnitude of τ for primary drainage was found to be larger than main drainage
over the entire saturation range, while the τ value was much smaller for scanning
drainage. This implies that the relationship between τ and saturation is hysteretic. This
hysteretic behavior in the value of τ has rarely been reported before. The value of τ in
our study was found to vary from 5104 to 3106 Pa∙s for primary and main drainage,
consistent with reported values of air-water systems.

7.6

Appendix G: Verifying the response time of pressure
transducers

Figure 7.7 Experiment setup to test the response time of pressure transducers

Preliminary tests were conducted to verify the response time of the pressure
transducers. A schematic view of the test experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.7.
The idea was to monitor the readings of the pressure transducer when a sudden
pressure difference is applied. The duration to reach stable readings of the pressure
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transducer is set to be the response time. To do so, degassed water was filled into a
Plexiglas column (length=50 cm and ID=5 cm). The top of the column was open to air
(Valve 4 was open). The pressure transducer was installed at the bottom of the column,
through Valve 5. The enlargement of the connection part between the transducer and
the column is shown as the inset in Figure 7.7. The pressure transducer was connected
with a 1-cm short tubing. The hydrophilic membrane was fixes onto the other side of
the tubing. The tubing was connected with the test column through a three-way valve
(Valve 5). One way of the valve was open to air, while the other two ways were
connected with the tubing and the test column. Before starting the test, the connection
part was ensured to be water-saturated. Readings of the pressure transducer were
recorded every 0.1 s. The way to the test column was first closed, meaning that the
tube with the pressure transducer was connected to air (as shown in the inset). The
reference readings of the transducer were collected, and then the way of the valve was
changed to the column immediately. Readings of the transducer reached the
corresponding stable values of the water head within 0.4 s.
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8.1

Summary

The main objective of this study was to investigate the validity and applicability of
advanced theories of two-phase flow in porous media.
We first performed a series of numerical simulations based on a water horizontal
redistribution experiment reported in the literature. Two different models, the standard
Richards equation and an interfacial area model, were employed and compared in
terms of their ability to reproduce the experimental data. The Richards equation was
used with and without accounting for hysteresis, while for the interfacial area model
we used two different formulations for Darcy’s law. As expected, the standard model
without hysteresis gave results that were at odds with the observations. In particular,
the standard model produced a full redistribution of water and complete disappearance
of the saturation discontinuity between the two sides of the experimental setup. The
hysteretic Richards model did lead to a non-uniform saturation distribution and
properly simulated the saturation discontinuity. However, the flow process was found
to be much faster than observed, and saturation values in the dry side were
significantly over-predicted. The differences could be minimized only if unrealistic
values were assigned to some of the soil hydraulic parameters. The interfacial area
model produced better agreement with the observed spatial and temporal saturation
distributions. To some extent this was expected since this model contains more
parameters. Nevertheless, the fact that the interfacial area model predicted the
persistence of the discontinuity in saturation, using the same set of hydraulic properties
for both sides, confirms the hypotheses of the interfacial area model in terms of
simulating capillary hysteresis.
However, based on the simulation results, we realize that better controlled experiments
should be performed to ensure homogeneous soil packing and more precise direct
measurement of the initial conditions. This could reduce uncertainties in the
experimental data and theoretical analyses.
Next, we designed and performed a series of well-defined water redistribution
experiments in an unsaturated soil. A custom-built long Plexiglas sandbox was
employed to conduct three sets of experiments with different initial water saturations
in the dry side. The gamma transmission method was used during the experiments to
measure water saturations at different locations along the sandbox, while water and air
tensiometers were installed at various positions to collect pressure data. A water
discontinuity across the discontinuity persisted during all experiments, while measured
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water pressures near the discontinuity became continuous immediately after the
experiments started. We observed that less water was redistributed when the difference
in the initial water saturation between the dry and wet side was smaller. These
experiments were also simulated using the two models mentioned above. By adding
hysteresis to the production term of the specific interfacial area, the interfacial area
model gave similar or even better agreement with these three sets of experiments, than
the standard Richards model.
In addition to the specific interfacial area, we also investigated the dynamic capillarity
effect. We first simulated the results obtained from the experiments on downward
infiltration of water into almost dry soil. The two models mentioned earlier were again
used, including a dynamic capillarity equation. Results of all simulations with the
hysteretic Richards model deviated substantially from the experimental data. Without
the dynamic capillarity term, completely monotonic saturation profiles were obtained
regardless of the kind of hysteresis included. This was consistent with previous studies
by other researchers. When including the dynamic term, the Richards model gave a
sharp saturation overshoot if no hysteresis was included. When accounting for
hysteresis in capillary pressure and/or relative permeability, then the overshoot showed
a plateau structure. Because of considerable saturation overshoot, results obtained
withy the hysteretic Richards model never showed good agreement with the data. The
interfacial area model could capture saturation overshoots observed in experiments
with different conditions very well. By fitting hysteretic values of the coefficient in the
production term, the projected capillary curve for primary imbibition in the interfacial
area model produced good agreement with measured values. To some extent, this
indicates that the coefficient in the production term is determined by material
properties and the history of the processes involved, similarly as the capillary curves.
The dynamic capillarity coefficient τ was assumed to be a constant in these simulations.
Nevertheless, many studies have shown that τ itself may be a function of saturation.
Further experimental studies are therefore needed to determine the dependence of τ on
saturation.
We further investigated the potential effect of the dependence of τ on saturation on the
solutions of the equations. We considered four different expressions for the
dependence of τ on saturation: constant, an integrable decreasing function, an
increasing function and a non-integrable increasing function. We performed a traveling
wave analysis of the full equations using parameter values of a recent water infiltration
experiment. Based on traveling waves and simulation results, the solutions obtained
with the non-integrable increasing function gave a saturation overshoot similar to the
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one found in experiments but with significantly earlier arrival times. The traveling
waves were only valid after a long distance. Nevertheless, they provided the same
trend as obtained with simulations of the full equations.
Finally, to quantify the dynamic capillarity effect directly, a series of drainage
experiments were carried out in an unsaturated soil. Primary, main and scanning
drainage experiments were performed under both quasi-static and dynamic conditions.
The value of the dynamic capillarity coefficient τ was calculated based on local
pressure difference and average saturation measurements during static and dynamic
drainage experiments. A similar trend of the dependency between τ and saturation was
found for primary and main drainage. When saturation decreased from 0.9 to 0.4, the
value of τ decreased slightly at first, then varied little at moderate saturation values,
and then increased nearly linearly afterwards. The value of τ increased for scanning
drainage as the saturation decreased from 0.5 to 0.3. The magnitude of τ for primary
drainage was found to be larger than for main drainage over the entire saturation range,
while τ values were much smaller for scanning drainage. This implies that the
relationship between τ and saturation is non-unique (i.e., hysteretic). This hysteretic
behavior in the value of τ has rarely been reported before. The value of τ in our study
was found to vary from 1.5105 to 4106 Pa∙s for primary and main drainage,
consistent with reported values for air-water systems.

8.2

Recommendations for future work

Advanced theories, including those including the specific interfacial area, have been
investigated comprehensively using pore-scale experiments and modeling. However,
systematic studies about the specific interfacial area at REV scale has never been
reported. Furthermore, quantifying the specific interfacial area of a soil directly is of
much importance, especially for solute or virus transport processes in the vadose zone.
We emphasize that more studies are needed to directly quantify the terms in the
interfacial area evolution equation at the REV scale.
Based on our calculations of the dynamic coefficient τ, it seems that hysteresis also
exists in the relationship between this coefficient and saturation. Uncertainty remains
whether the specific interfacial area is capable to eliminate this hysteresis. To
investigate this problem, preliminary pore-scale modeling could be performed at first.
It would be of great help to have a better understanding about the hysteretic
relationship between the dynamic coefficient τ and saturation.
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Samenvatting
Het doel van deze studie was om de validiteit en toepasbaarheid te onderzoeken van
complexe theorieën van twee-fase stromingen in poreuze media.
We begonnen met een numerieke simulatie van een horizontale water distributie
experiment, waarvan experimentele data beschikbaar waren in de literatuur. Twee
verschillende numerieke modellen werden gebruikt, namelijk het standaard Richard
model en een model die het grensvlak tussen twee fasen expliciet in beschouwing
neemt, en die we hier het “interface model” noemen. De modellen werden onderling
vergeleken ten opzichte van experimentele data. Van het Richards model gebruikten
we twee versies, een versie waar we rekening hielden met hysterese en een tweede
versie waar we dat niet deden. Voor het interface model gebruikten we twee
verschillende vormen van de Darcy vergelijking.
Het simpelste model (Richards model zonder hysterese) kon de experimentele data
niet reproduceren; met name de discontinuïteit in water verzadiging tussen de twee
delen van het experiment kon niet worden beschreven met het model. Het Richards
model met hysterese kon de niet-uniforme water verzadigingsprofiel wel reproduceren.
Alleen waren de stroomsnelheden in dat model dan veel hoger dan die van de
experimenten, terwijl daarnaast de water verzadigingen in het droge deel van het
experiment ernstig overschat werden door het model. Dit model kon de experimentele
data wel reproduceren als onrealistische waardes voor hydrologische parameters
werden gebruikt voor.
Het “interface model” kon de dynamische water verzadigingsprofiel veel beter
reproduceren dan voorgaande modellen. Dit was mede omdat het model meer
parameters heeft. Desalniettemin, het feit dat het interface model de discontinuïteit
goed na kon bootsen bevestigde de correctheid van de aannames en hypotheses die in
het model gemaakt zijn ten opzichte van hysterese in de capillariteit. Losstaand van het
modelleer werk realiseerde wij ons dat gedetailleerde experimenten nodig zijn om de
onzekerheid in experimentele data en theoretische analysis te verminderen, met name
de onzekerheid in de begincondities en de mate van homogeniteit van het zandpakket.
Daarom hebben we zelf horizontale distributie experimenten ontworpen en uitgevoerd
die goed gedefinieerd waren. We hebben een Plexiglas container gemaakt waarin de
experimenten werden uitgevoerd, voor verschillende waterverzadigingen aan de droge
kant van het experiment. De waterverzadigingen werden gemeten met behulp van een
gamma transmissiviteit systeem, terwijl de waterdruk werd gemeten met druksensoren
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die over de lengte van de container werden geplaatst. In alle experimenten bevond zich
een volhardende discontinuïteit in de water verzadigingsprofiel, terwijl de waterdruk
gelijk in het begin van het experiment continue werd. Resultaten lieten zien dat minder
water werd uitgewisseld naar mate het verschil in de beginverzadiging kleiner werd.
De experimenten werden gesimulleerd met behulp van de boven genoemde modellen.
Het bleek dat door toevoeging van hysterese in de productie term van het oppervlak
tussen lucht en water, het interface model vergelijkbare of zelfs betere resultaten gaf
dan het Richards model.
We hebben ook het effect van dynamische capillariteit onderzocht, gebruikmakend van
naar beneden stromende water infiltratie in een nagenoeg droog zandpakket.
Experimenten werden gemodelleerd gebruikmakend van de twee modellen met een
vergelijking voor dynamische capillariteit. Alle resultaten van de modellen verschilde
substantieel van experimentele data. Zonder het dynamische effect resulteerde alle
modellen in een monotonisch verzadigingsprofiel, zoals eerder gerapporteerd in de
literatuur. Het interface model kon de niet-monotone verzadigingsprofiel goed
nabootsen mits de hysterese parameters in de productie term werden gekalibreerd. De
dynamische capillariteit is uitgedrukt in de parameter 𝜏, die konstant werd gehouden in
onze simulaties terwijl andere studies argumenteren dat 𝜏 afhangt van verzadiging.
Daarom hebben we in het vervolg meer experimentele onderzoek gedaan om de
afhankelijkheid van 𝜏 te bepalen.
In de modelstudie hebben we de relatie van 𝜏 met verzadiging getest door middel van
vier verschillende vergelijkingen voor de afhankelijk van 𝜏 met waterverzadiging,
namelijk: een constant model, een integreerbare dalende functie, een stijgende functie,
en een niet-integreerbare functie. Gebaseerd op een lopende golf analyse en model
resultaten, concluderen we dat de niet-integreerbare stijgende functie resulteerde in een
verglijkbare nonmonotone verzadiging verdeling als in hete experiment, alleen
overschatte het model de reistijden.
Uiteindelijk werden er experimenten uitgevoerd om het dynamische capillariteits
parameter, 𝜏, te kwantificeren gebruikmakend van een serie drainage experimenten.
Primaire, hoofd, en scanning drainage experimenten werden uitgevoerd voor
dynamische zowel als statische experimenten. De waarde van 𝜏 was bepaald door
middel van waterdruk en verzadiging metingen. De waarde van 𝜏 daalde met water
verzadiging voor water verzadigingen tussen 0.4 en 0.9, maar daarna steeg het met
water verzadiging. The waardes van 𝜏 waren het hoogst voor primaire drainage en het
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laagst voor de scanning curves. Dit betekend dat 𝜏 een niet-unieke functie is van
verzadiging, en er is dus hysterese in 𝜏.
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